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PREFACE 
· we have all drunk from wells we did no t dig, and been warmed 
by fires we did not build.· -- an anonymous commentary posted 
in the lobby of the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of 
Commerce. 
This observation captures the essence of campus master 
planning . As we approach long range definition of planning 
concepts to guide the developmen t of Western Kentucky 
University , we must look beyond the obvious and the easy to 
achieve and keep in mind the generations impacted by our 
decisions . 
Can we do less than those before us who dug wells and built 
fires -- selecting a hilltop for a campus, e r ecting magnificent 
structures like Cherry Hall and Van Meter , preserving green and 
natural areas, and planting trees -- past achievements that we 
see today as part of the essence of Western? 
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( INTRODUCTION 
In early 1989, Johnson/Romanowitz/Architects & Planners was 
selected to work with Western Kentucky University to develop 
the Master Plan for the main campus described in these pages. 
This Master Plan has the following characteristics : 
* 
* 
* 
* 
conceptual The purpose of this plan is 
vision or goal in graphic and narrative 
to record a 
form . This 
vision is then to guide daily and specific decisions for 
the future. 
Flexible The plan must be sufficiently flexi ble to 
accommodate the multitude of unknowns today and the 
inevitable changes that are a part of tomorrow. A rigid , 
prescriptive campus plan would be a burden to day- to - day 
administrative decision making; a flexi ble , conceptual 
plan offers direction to gu i de the choices that must be 
made . 
Twenty Year Time Frame - The plan is expected to outline 
a di rection to be pursued over the next two decades or 
more . 
Main Campus - The focus of the plan is the main campus 
and immediate surroundings . Similar planning efforts are 
in order for other University holdings such as the 
University Farm and the current campus recreation site on 
Campbell Lane . 
( 
( 
* Physical Elements - This planning effort was directed at 
physical elements of the campus. It was necessary to 
proceed without the strategic planning that should have 
occurred first. Strategic planning is already underway 
and after it is completed, it may be des irable to review 
this master plan and make appropriate modifications . 
This may be especially true if the assumptions such as 
the size and nature of student populations , the future of 
academic programs , and the needs for housing are not 
confirmed by the strategic plan. 
* Participatory - The plan is the output of a participatory 
process involving external consultants and Western 
Kentucky University . 
The project was managed by Johnson/Romanowitz/Architects & 
planneLs wi th assistance by Sasaki Associates. 
planning team included : 
Thomas Meredith , President 
The on - campus 
Paul Cook , Jerry Wilder, and Robert Haynes , Vice Pres idents 
The 
Franklin Berry, University Attorney 
Kemble Johnson , Physical Pl ant Director 
Bart White, Faculty Senate President 
Amos Gatt, Associated Student Government President 
project manager for the Depar tment of Facilities 
Management , Division of Engineering was Mr. Donald Dugger. 
( 2 ) 
( The Johnson/Romanowitz team consisted of Kenneth W. Brooks, 
Ph . D. , Byron F . Romanowitz , AlA, and Joseph E . Jones , AlA . 
Sasaki Associates was represented by William Firth , Alep , ASLA . 
( 3 ) 
( PLANNING PROCESS 
The planning process has included seven steps summarized on the 
attached flow chart. The process is one used successfully by 
Johnson/Romanowitz on other campus planning projects . 
* Step 1 - Data Gathering - Data was gathered in several 
ways. An up - to- date topographical survey of the campus 
was acquired. A wide variety of existing printed 
material was examined including earlier plans , mission 
statements , and various studies on aspects of the campus. 
An extensive number of personal interviews were 
conducted . Persons interviewed included the regents , the 
president , vice presidents , deans , director of physical 
plant , director of institutional research, director of 
housing , director of publ ic safety , director of 
recreational activities, director of libraries, director 
of the community college , director of student activities 
and organizations , president of the faculty senate , 
president of associated student government , as well as 
representatives of a number of local and governmental 
organizations. These organizations included the State 
Department of Transportation , City of Bowling Green , 
Warren County , and the Chamber of Commerce . In addition 
to the scheduled interviews, opened and unscheduled 
opportunities were also provided where anyone could offer 
commen tary on the campus and its future . The 
participation was diverse and included students , faculty , 
(4 ) 
( 
* 
( 
* 
* 
5 taf f , undergraduat e s , graduat e s, minorities, 
international students , Greeks, non - Greeks , commuters , 
resident students , non-traditional students , ce t ired 
staff , and 
participation 
neighbors . 
in the 
Th i s 
planning 
open opportunity for 
process was widely 
announced in campus mailings as well as the University 
newspaper. The objective of these activities was to talk 
with a divergent sample of the University community . The 
e xternal planners also visited the University in the 
spring , summer , and fall s e ssions touring the campus and 
immediate sur round i ngs thoroughly, 
Step 2 - Data Analysis - Based upon step 1 , a background 
booklet was prepared to identify a variety of issues and 
options available to the institution in the decades 
ahead . This background document then formed the agenda 
for an intensive planning workshop. A copy of the 
booklet has been included as Appendi x B. 
Step 3 - Master P l an Development Wo r kshop - This step 
involved a three day "charette " o r workshop during which 
the internal and external planning group developed a 
basic campus plan framework . 
Ste p 4 - Refining and Deta i ling 
basic plan formulat e d in 
the Pl an - Us ing 
the workshop , 
the 
the 
Johnson/Romanowitz staff deve loped a draft master plan 
for presentat i on to others . 
( 5 ) 
* 
* 
* 
Step 5 - Sharing and Reviewing the Draft - The draft was 
then shared in a number of ways and forms wi th the 
University community. Based upon r eac tions , concerns, 
a nd suggestions , the plan was adjus ted. 
Step 6 - Presentation to Regents - The plan was presented 
to the Board of Regents . 
Step 7 - Submittal - The final step in the process was 
submittal of the Campu s Master Plan to the Commonweal th 
of Kentucky. 
The planning process was begun in early 1989 and completed in 
approximately one year. 
( 6 ) 
WKU CAMPUS MASTER PLAN PROCESS 
( 
STEP 1 DATA GATHERING 
STEP 2 DATA ANALYSIS 
STEP 3 MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
STEP 4 REFINING AND DETAILING THE PLAN 
STEP 5 SHARING AND REVIEWING THE DRAFT 
STEP 6 PRESENTATION TO REGENTS 
STEP 7 SUBMITTAL TO THE COMMONWEALTH 
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There are 
which the 
c a mpus is 
rationale 
the plan . 
PLANNING PARAMETERS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
a number of basic p arameter s or assumptions upon 
master plan for the Western Kentucky University 
based . These provide the underpinning , log i c , o r 
for specific r ecommendations and decisions made in 
Desirable Student Population 
Since being establ i shed as Western Kentucky State Norma l School 
in 1906 by the Legis l ature of Kentucky , western Kentucky 
University has continued a pattern of regular and consistent 
growth. Period i cally over the last eighty four years , specific 
circumstances have caused the en r ollmen t to grow or decline 
rapidly, but the gen e ral patte r n has been one of steady 
expansion . Today, the student popul ation is approaching 
f i fteen thousand students . Of these , about twelve thousand a r e 
full time students pu r su in g graduate and undergraduate degrees 
on the main campus . 
For a variety of reasons, it seems prudent to assume that in 
the years ahead t he student population on the main campus 
should be permitted t o grow s l owly and constantly to no more 
than fifteen to s ixteen thousand and then mainta ined at that 
level. This would 
current on-campus 
studen ts. 
represen t a sign i f i cant in c rease over the 
population of eleven to t welve thousand 
(8 ) 
( A maximum on-campus population of fifteen to sixteen thousand 
students is sugges ted for a number of 
would argue that an outstand ing 
reasons . First , 
characteristic of 
most 
the 
institution has been its feeling of friendliness and community. 
As the student population grows , this will be mo r e difficult to 
retain. Achieving this character with student populations 
beyond the levels noted seems unlikely . 
A second argument for this position is the nature of teaching 
at Western. For all of its history , the University has taken 
great effort to keep teaching as its primary focus. 
teaching has been done largely by full time , well 
Further , 
qualified 
faculty to smal l groups of students. It has been a personal 
approach to instruction . The history of o ther campuses is 
that, as they grow , teaching tends t o become less personal and 
more large group oriented. Economy of instruction seems to 
override focus on the individual learner. Keeping the student 
population to a manageable size wi ll help to retain the long 
established philosophy of teaching at Western . 
Today, about f ive thousand students , slightly less than half of 
the on-campus population , are housed in Un iversity facilities . 
An optimistic est imate of the number of residence hall beds 
that can be accommodated on the campus is about six thousand , 
well less than forty percent of the on - campus population 
envisioned in this parameter. As the number of residential 
students declines and the number of commuter students 
increases , the institution will move toward being viewed as an 
( 9 ) 
( urban university. While an ur ban , commuter oriented 
instituti.on is not undesirable in many settings, it is not the 
style or view traditionally held for western. Yet , without 
some limit , such a shift seems unavoidable. 
Probably the most compelling argument for limi ting the ultimate 
on - campus student population is the available campus land . The 
main campus at Western 
reasonably accommoda te 
is su rrounded by developed 
fifteen to sixteen thousand 
land. To 
students, 
some privately developed property must be acquired for 
expansion and some elements of the University need 
campus 
to be 
relocated to remote sites . Accommodating larger numbers would 
entail unreasonable expenditures for campus expansion and 
disruption of significant numbers of neighbors to the campus . 
The financial implications and the impact on community goodwill 
seem intolerable for the benefits gained. 
A limit of fifteen to sixteen thousand on-campus students does 
not imply an overall limit on the Western student population . 
Student enrollments at off - campus centers such as Fort Knox , 
Owensboro , and Glasgow can grow as demand dictates. If the 
Community College is located off the main campus, it too can 
serve as an opportunity for significant growth. These 
components of the institution will allow the total enrollment 
to be essentially uncapped while the on - campus population is 
more tightly controlled . When the on - campus enrollment reaches 
fifteen to sixteen thousand , the total en r ollment will likely 
exceed twenty thousand . 
( 10 ) 
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This model 
oEf - campus 
of limiting main campus size 
g~owth be more unrestrained is 
while letting 
not especially 
unique. It has been used nationally and in Kentucky by 
institutions faced with the dual concerns of maintaining a 
quality of life on a campus while, at the same time , making the 
institution available to all. Off -campus activities have also 
tended to maximize the benefits achieved within the resources 
available . 
Maintain Current Density 
Even as the student population is permitted to grow to fifteen 
or sixteen thousand on campus , the current density of land use 
should not be exceeded . In other words , as the population 
grows from about twelve thousand to sixteen thousand , the 
campus land mass must experience a somewhat similar growth . As 
one-fourth to one-third more students are accommodated , 
one-fourth to one-third more land will be needed. The current 
holdings of less than 200 acres may need to increase to 250 
acres. If the density of land use for buildings, roads, walks, 
and parking is not protected, the traditional, residential 
campus appearance now associated with Western will be lost. 
Green and Natural Areas 
Western i s blessed wi th a number of landscaped and natural 
spaces . An example of a green space is the area between the 
stadium and the education building beside the Downing Center . 
A natural area is the rocky, tree filled area in front of 
Potter Hall near the top of the hill. If Western is to retain 
( 11 ) 
( 
( 
( 
its current appearance , these green and natural areas need to 
be p rotected . 
As building and parking sites are sought , the institution needs 
to be vigilant in protecting these areas. They are reflective 
of this location before the campus was created , and they offer 
relief from the buildings , walks , parking lots , and roadways 
that dominate the campus , especially in the hill area. 
Protecting these areas does not mean they cannot be enhanced . 
In some cases , they can be refined to be more attractive and 
useful rather than unkept . The key is that they remain as 
green and open as they are now . They are ir r eplaceable 
entities and need design attention and diligent protection . 
Hi lltop 
The hill is the dominant physical feature of the campus 
terrain . The University needs to capitalize on this feature in 
two ways. As future structures are built , or e x isting 
structures expanded , dramatic views should be retained at a 
minimum and enhanced, if possible. Second , existing views need 
to be protected as landscaping is planned. To give several 
examples, the beautiful buckeye and other trees at the overlook 
in front of Van Meter should be relocated to a spot where they 
can grow without blocking a critical v i ew . A grove of these 
trees and others would be wonderfUl on the somewhat barren 
( 12 ) 
( 
( 
( 
plain at the south end of campus. At the Van Meter location , 
they minimize a specta~ular view for much of the year. As the 
library is expanded, the view to the south and east should be 
recognized and considered as the structure is designed. As the 
approach from College Street is modified over time , the impact 
of the view of Cherry Hall and the statue needs to be 
maximized . The view to the west through the old stadium 
colonnade from on top of the hill is spectacular and must be 
preserved. 
In summary , the campus was located on the hill to convey a 
message , to make a symbolic statement. As opportunities occur, 
the hill location needs to be treated with sensitivity . It i s 
a critical factor in maintaining the ambience and character of 
Western Kentucky University. 
Vehicular Movement 
I t is clear that vehicular movement will remain a critical 
concern for the 
residence hall 
campus. Even with the 
construction , more than 
maximum anticipated 
fifty percent of the 
enrollment is anticipated as living off campus . When staff and 
faculty are added to commuting students, it is clear that more 
than 10 , 000 persons and possibly nearly 20,000 persons will be 
approaching the campus by automobile on a daily basis. 
Further , additional thousands of vehicles will be passing the 
campus as they travel about the community . 
( 13 ) 
( 
( 
To accommodate this volume of vehicles , it is obvious that a 
system of coadways s urrounding the campus should be develop e d , 
the shuttle bus system enhanced, and pedestrian movement 
encouraged . The surrounding roadways should allow reasonable 
access for those coming to the campus , assist passing traffic 
in skirting the campus with minimal congestion, and should , by 
their design , discourage non - university related vehicles from 
entering the campus. 
Pedestrian Campus 
Western Kentucky University is viewed as a beauti ful, 
semi-rural campus focusing on undergraduate education . One 
aspect of the campus that is critical in support of this view 
is its pedestrian orientation . To the extent possible, it is 
essential to enhance the pedestrian role on the campus . This 
implies that whenever achievable , vehicular access and parking 
should be located on the perimeter of the campus. As one moves 
from the perimeter to the central area of the campus , the 
presence of vehicles should decline and the prominence of 
pedestrians increase . The pedestrian element should be 
enhanced even if some minor inconvenience for vehicular traffic 
is the result. 
(14 ) 
( 
( 
Attached is 
University . 
elements of 
element is 
presentation. 
MASTER PLAN ELEMENTS 
the conceptual Master Plan 
is a narrative Following 
the plan . 
described 
for Western Kentucky 
description of major 
note that each 
and clarity of 
It i s importan t to 
separately for ease 
Actually, these eleme n ts 
are more meaningful when viewed as a 
are interrelated and 
package. While the 
elements should stand on their own , their real impact is as a 
part of a total plan. 
Surrounding Roadways 
As illustrated on the Conceptual Master Plan , a roadway system 
can be developed that allows access to the campus and also 
helps passing traffic to move freely and efficiently along the 
per imeter of campus. The roadway system proposed uses 
primarily ex i sting streets that need to be enhanced . streets 
comprising the system are Fourteenth Avenue , University 
Boulevard , and Chestnut Street and a very small segment of 31w . 
The most difficult of these to develop and, in some ways , the 
most critical is Fourteenth Avenue . This roadway will provide 
a vehicular pathway along the northeast edge of campus between 
the campus and down town Bowl ing Green . It would create a more 
clear - cut barrier between the College Hill Neighborhood and the 
institution. The roadway l ikely needs to be two lanes (one in 
each direction) with left turn lanes at major intersections 
resulting i n a three lane roadbed. 
( 15) 
( 
( 
To create this ve hicular pa thway , Fourteenth Ave nue must be 
connected between State and College Streets and between Ce nte r 
and Kentucky Streets . Further , where the roadway must be 
widened , property should be taken from the University on the 
southwes t side of the st r ee t maintain ing the e xisting curb line 
wherever possible on the northeast side of the street . 
The north end of this connector should flow into the Adams 
Street - Univers ity Boulevard roadway. University Boulevard can 
continue to serve as the perimeter passageway around the 
northwest, west , and southwest edges of the campus . To carry 
the volume of traffic more effectively , turning lanes should be 
added at critical intersections such as Dogwood and Morgantown 
Road and the Stadium/Diddle/Parking Structure access points. 
The r emaining segment of this collector street pattern is 
Chestnut Street and a very small segme nt of Highway 3lW. 
Already viewed as a collector street , the small section of two 
lane roadway on Chestnut Street should be widened to four lanes 
possibly with le ft turn lanes at Fourteenth Avenue . As the 
section of two lane roadway is widened , the curves and grades 
can be softened to increase ease of traffic flow and safety. 
This path of connector streets surrounding the University is 
not suggested without thoughtful consideration of the impact on 
the campus as well as the community . While the final result 
will be positive for the community and University in terms of 
both enhancing safety and minimizing congestion , it clearly 
( 16 ) 
( will be personally disru9tive to selected individuals such as 
those displaced by the roadway on Fourteenth Avenue or even 
those living on a street with moderate traffic today but 
expected to carry 
roadway pattern 
signif icant 
is developed 
needs to be given to those 
volumes in the future . As the 
in stages , every consideration 
who are negatively impacted. 
Implementation will of necessity occur over many years . This 
time can be used to allow accommodation of the plan to be as 
gentle as possible . 
The roadway pattern suggested is essential if the very 
dangerous traf E ic patterns around the edges of the campus are 
to be addressed. Daily , dozens of students are being put at 
great risk at intersections such as Fifteenth Avenue and State 
Street , and Fifteenth Avenue and College Street. To not modify 
traffic flows will result in increasing risk to students as 
numbers grow . 
While this roadway plan is a part of the campus planning for 
the University, it is not meant to imply that the burden for 
developing the connector street system is the University ' s 
alone. 
well. 
The roads will serve the city , county and region as 
As a result, city , county , state, and possibly even 
federal participation is reasonable to expect . The master plan 
can serve as a rationale for requesting assistance from others 
in achieving the roadway system desccibed. 
While the roadway concept is cleaccut, the implementation of 
these changes will require a gceat deal of transportation 
( 17) 
( engineering and study. 
complicated and significant . 
The adjustments proposed 
The problem is also one of 
most serious involv i ng the physical nature of the campus . 
Campus Boun dar i es 
are 
the 
The roadway system proposed should also be viewed as largely 
defining the edges of the campus . To the extent possible, 
regula r campus ac t iv i ties should be accommoda ted ins ide th is 
pattern with tangent activities on the limited portions of th e 
campus outside the roadways. 
As properties inside these roadways become available at 
reasonable costs and as resources permit , it would be desirable 
for the University to gradually acquire the property over the 
decades ahead. Insignificant and deteriorated structures 
acquired could be removed to make land availabl e for campus 
uses as needed . One clear-cut and immediate need , for example , 
wi 11 be parking . 
Higher quality structures , and there are a number within these 
boundaries , should be maintained even if acquired by the 
institution . In some cases , they can accommodate formal campus 
activities . Visitor Centers , guest houses , non - traditional 
student housing , visiting faculty housing, and externally 
funded projects are all examples of us es that could be 
effectively accommodated in the kinds of existing structures 
within the area described. 
( , R ) 
An ongoing concern for decades on the campus has been housing 
for University related activit ie s . These are activities that 
are not owned or managed by Western Kentucky University but are 
very closely tied to the institution . Examples are Greek 
housing , student service groups, and professional 
organizations . These private but University related activities 
could also be housed wi thin this area in some of the existing 
structures or in new buildings . Legal means are available to 
insure long term control of the land by western and still 
permit the related but private activities to occur . The major 
or connector roadways would then serve as a natural boundary 
between these private but UniverSity related activities and the 
community in general. A number of the 
roadway pattern already accommodate 
effectively. 
properties 
these kinds 
inside the 
of uses 
It is important to emphasize that acquisition would generally 
be pursued on an "as available " basis . Some private property 
may remain within the roadway pattern for decades. At the same 
time, the institution needs to be vigilant in insuring that 
needed property for the future is acquired whenever available 
and possible. In some cases the University may even be able to 
simply acquire portions of lots allowing a residence to remain 
as is while making excess property available for other uses. 
The portion of University Boulevard paralleled to the railroad 
tracks deserves special comment . The railroad is an especially 
unsightly and noisy element along this edge of the campus. 
( 19) 
( Special attention should be given to developing and then 
maintaining a screening betwe e n the roadway and t he railroad. 
Evergreens may be an appropria t e screening material. 
Movi ng Off Campus 
To achieve the parameters noted earlier , operate within the 
boundaries 
available " 
described, 
basis , it 
and acquire property 
will be necessary 
largely on an 
and desirable 
"as 
to 
relocate a number of activities off the main campus. It is 
beyond the scope 
locations , but we 
of 
do 
this 
need 
served in a remote location. 
Intercolleg iate Athletics 
project to 
to identi fy 
study the optimum 
those functions best 
While University intramural and recreation activities involve a 
large number of students, a much smaller number of students are 
impacted by intercollegiate athletics . The football team and 
their practice facilities have already been relocated to a 
remote site . Similar relocation of baseball, soccer, and 
tennis could be considered . One factor encourag ing relocation 
is the reality that these three sports are not well 
accommodated in current facilities . The soccer practice area 
is minimal . The baseball practice field is constrained in its 
current location . The tennis facilities are poorly oriented 
and not configured in a way that allows Western to accommodate 
many tournaments . Given that all three types of facilities 
need to be upgraded, it is desirable to consider locating those 
away from the main campus and reclaiming that space for other 
campus activities . A better location would allow development 
( 20 ) 
( of facilities to accommodate more activities than simply 
current programs. For example , tournaments and camps currently 
not practical could be hOSt8 d to the advantage of Western. 
Other possible locations for all three intercollegiate sports 
CQuid be the property on Industrial Drive, the University Farm, 
or county park land. Each location has strengths and 
weaknesses. Industrial Drive is nearby and easily on the 
shuttle route, but there are competing uses. The University 
Farm is not as convenient to the campus but very convenient for 
visiting teams. County property such as the Three Springs 
complex is the least convenient location, but cooperation with 
the county may be desirable given that both the county and the 
University have limited resources. 
relocate all three sports to the 
It would seem desirable to 
same area. If the three 
sports could be located together, not only would transportation 
and administration be aided, but also a small building to 
accommodate lockers, storage of materials and the like could be 
economically developed. 
Because of the large investment in existing facilities, 
relocation of the stadium and Diddle Arena is obviously 
impractical. 
Physical Plant 
Physical Plant including the transportation pool is currently 
located in the parking structure. Relocating some or all of 
this operation to a remote site would free a considerable 
number oE·parking spaces and some building space. 
( 21) 
The number 
of parking spaces created would include not only those used by 
Physical Plant staff for personal vehicles , but also those 
spaces used to park University owned vehicles as well. 
than 100 spaces are consumed by transportation alone. 
More 
To be 
effective , this relocation must be to an area very close to the 
main campus. If a more remote location is selec ted , the loss 
of staff time in travel to and from the Physical Plant base and 
the campus would be detrimental to the quality of services 
available without significant increases in staffing. Some 
elements of Physical Plant may need to be r eta ined on campus , 
but significant e l ements can be removed poss ibly freeing as 
many as three hundred parking spaces on campus for others to 
use . 
Hous i ng 
Selected types of housing could be disbursed to remote 
locations in three ways . First , Greek housing could be 
developed within the perimeter roadway system surrounding the 
main campus as described earlier. Creating opportunities for 
new Greek housing could free existing residence hall space and 
poss i bly I imi t the need to develop addi t i o nal res idence hall 
sites . 
A second type of remote housing that might be workable involves 
married students . The campus currently has on ly a few married 
student housing units available and a number of those are in 
what would best be described as temporary buildings . It will 
be possible to effectively develop r e mote married student 
housing to keep the impact on the main campus of this type of 
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housing negligible. Less than ten married students ar e now 
accommodated on the main campus in University housing and space 
is simply not available to expand on campus . 
A third approach to remote housing might be encouraging private 
development of student housing outside the main campus . This 
has worked effectively in other locations and might prove 
attractive at Western . While the most common type of private 
housing is for non-traditional and especially married students, 
it has worked successfully for single, undergraduate students 
in facilities comparable to on - campus residence halls . Private 
development has the obvious advantage of not consuming the 
limited capital resources available at Western . It is, 
however , dependent on the willingness of private developers to 
invest in such a venture . 
Commun ity Co llege 
An activity that might be 
from the main campus is 
Community College function . 
better served by a remote location 
the Western Kentucky University 
If relocated , this activity should 
be placed in a locale where automobile access and parking are 
easily accommodated . It is assumed that the Community College 
would continue to serve three kinds of programs : freshman and 
sophomore classes for eventual transfer to the main campus of 
Weste"(n Kentucky University , vocational and te"(minal degrees 
intended fo"( completion at the Community College without 
transfer , and general interest classes which mayor may not 
carry college credit . 
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Given these kinds of programs, it is a safe assumption that the 
Community College will continue to be serv i ng primarily 
commuter students and non-traditional students . The vast 
majority of Commun i t Y College students at Western and 
nationally are in these categories and that is not li kely to 
change . A locat i on that would be advantageous for their 
purposes would be one with good access and good parking . 
Ideally , it should be on the Un ive r sity shuttle route so that 
occasional travel to the main campus can be accommodated 
wi thout parking . 
Relocation of the Community College would also help clarify its 
i de n t i ty . The challenge will be to create the Community 
Col l ege as a part of Western while , at the same time , build i ng 
an image reflective of its true function . 
Continuing Educ ation 
To be effect i ve , Contin u ing Education needs to ope r ate in a n 
environment where v i sitors to the campus can easily arrive and 
part i cipate i n activ i ties . The cur r ent l ocat i on cer t a i nly does 
not meet that goal. There i s a great and increas i ng need for 
Cont i nuing Education , wh i ch can be best accommodated off campus 
not only in Weste r n facilities but i n existing and planned 
community resources as well . 
Institute f o r Economic Developme nt 
Much like the Community College and Continu i ng Education , the 
I n stitute for Economic Development would work more effectively 
a way from · the mai n campus where parking and access ar e more 
(24 ) 
eas ily aChieve d. It might be possibl e to locate the community 
College, Continuing Education, and a Institute for Economic 
Development in the same area. Some sharing of resources and 
facilities between these three may be advantageous. 
Parking 
No element of the Western Kentucky campus is commonly viewed as 
a greater problem than parking . It is such a pervasive problem 
in the minds of those who were interviewed that all others seem 
secondary. One faculty member summarized the situation by 
stating, "The top t en problems with the campus are parking , 
parking, parking , parking, parking , parking , parking , parking , 
parking , and last parking !" . 
The issue of parking has three aspects. First and foremost , 
there is a percept ion of more demand for parking than spaces 
available. This is particularly true in the morning hours and 
at the north end of campus . A second aspect of the parking 
problem is that parking lots are already an unattractive 
feature of the campus and more lots would compound their 
impact. Third, the lots are located in many cases such that 
pedestrian traffic and parking lot traffic cross . Not only is 
this dangerous , but it is also qui te aggravat ing to both 
drivers and pedestrians. 
To match the pa r ameters described earlier, it seems appropriate 
to attempt to accommodate about five thousand parking spaces on 
the main campus . Faculty, staff , students, and visitors will 
require this many . Providing mot:"e than about five thousand 
spaces is not practical without unacceptable costs and 
significant increases in the density of land use . Even five 
thousand spaces wil l consume forty to fifty acres of land , one 
fourth of the campus area. 
To make the campus work effectively with five thousand parking 
spaces , a number of inter related strategies need to be pursued 
simultaneously . It is a complex problem which demands a 
somewhat complex solution. 
The use of a graduated and increased parki ng fee structure 
applied to a restricte d number of parking areas should be 
considered since it would have two desirable outcomes . First , 
simply charging persons to park , especially as the cost becomes 
larger , d i scourages parking . With no restraints , i ndividuals 
are not encouraged to form car pools or find other methods of 
transportation . An escalated parking charge would have some 
impact on the number of cars driven to the campus on a daily 
basis . 
A second rna jor benef i t of increased parking cos ts would be 
additional revenue with which to provide parking spaces . The 
cost of providing a parking space in a parking structure is 
likely between $7 ,5 00 and $10 , 000 per car today . Assuming no 
maintenance or land costs , this woul d mean an annual cost to 
retire construction over a twenty year period of nearly a 
$1 , 000 per year per car. The cost of surface parking , again 
( 26 ) 
excluding land and maintenance costs, would be more on the 
order of $100.00 or so per year per car. Given these kind s of 
costs to provide parking , an increased parking fee structure 
seems appropriate so that there is a better relationsh i p 
between the cost of providing the service and those pay ing to 
use the serv ice. 
A graduated scale also has an element of fairness . Persons who 
wish to pay more receive better parking accommodations . Thi s is 
a pattern familiar on higher education campuses acroSS the 
United States . 
There are some on campus who would be willing to pay a great 
deal for the guarantee of the availability of an assigned 
parking area. There may be locations on campus where a gate 
controlled arrangement could be developed for a limi ted number 
of cardholders. It would be important to charge a rate equal 
to the cost of providing the parking and to limi t sale of 
parking places to the number of spaces that are actually 
available. In essence , a person willing t o pay the price ought 
to be able t o purchase a spa ce in a lot and be guaranteed that 
it will be available when needed. The lots shown on the 
conceptual Master Plan near Potter Hall , off State street near 
Grise Hall , near Page Hall , and even some of the places near 
the Academic -Athletic Building #1 might be designated in this 
way. 
As parking is expanded and land acquir ed , lots need to be 
located on the perimeter of campus . On the plan, new parking 
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is shown at the west end of campus near Creason and Robinson 
Drives, bes i de Jones-Jaggers , and north of campus across from 
the Kentucky Building . These are all e xamples of perimeter 
lots with good access to connector streets and in locations 
where parking can be advantageously located. As property is 
acquired between Normal Drive and Chestnut street , other lots 
can be located . 
Not only can additional parking be located on new perimeter 
lots, but some existing parking can be re located to perimeter 
lots. This relocation will be necessitated as new facilities 
are built and existing facilities expanded . Relocation of some 
parking wil l also greatly enhance the appearance of campus and, 
possibly as important, remove numerous pedestr ian/vehicular 
conflicts that exist today . 
The philosophy at Western should evolve toward the position 
that park ing occurs at the perimeter . Intrusion of personal 
vehicles into the campus needs to be permitted only when 
circumstances are overwhelmingly in support of 
Examples might include handicapped parking 
the exception . 
places. Any 
inconvenience in perimeter parking is more than compensated by 
enhanced safety and improved surroundings . 
New or expanded parking structures have not been indicated on 
the plan fot:" two reasons. First , they are not likely to be 
practical in the immediate future from an economic perspective . 
It is today and will likely remain for some time much more cost 
effective to purchase property and develop surface parking. 
( 28) 
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If parking structures were affordable, they would have the 
great adv a ntage of reducing the amount of the c a mpus consumed 
by parking . 
A second reason for developing surface lots in the next two 
decades will be to reserve the land for future use by the 
University . Beyond the time frame of this plan, if demand 
requires and economics allow, surface lots can be replaced by 
parking structures creating sites that can be used for needed 
facilities not envisioned today. 
As new parking is developed 
great deal of additional 
or existing parking reworked, a 
attention should be given to 
minimizing the negative appearance of lots. Better use of 
screening, plantings within lots, and separation of parking 
from other activities by judicious use of landscaping will 
minimize the negative impact of parking on surrounding uses. 
For example, the parking lot between Academic-Athletic Building 
#1 and the stadium should be reorganized and provided with a 
pattern of landscaped traffic control islands planted with 
deciduous trees. 
Shuttle 
The shuttle operation has been a booming success on the Western 
Kentucky University campus, It is an economical and desirable 
way to both provide access to the campus and also maintain an 
attractive campus by minimizing the number of parking spaces. 
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( It seems de sirable to expand the shuttle in several ways . 
First , t he number of buses , the frequency of bus routes to the 
e x isting shuttle location , and the hours of operation can be 
expanded . Second , it seems desirable to develop additional 
shuttle locations . Additional location s in the nor thern part 
of town and east of town such as a l ong Scottsville Road seem in 
order. 
The shuttle ought to be viewed not only as connecting packing 
to the campus , but also connecting off campus activities with 
on - campus activities. If the Community College , Continui ng 
Education , recreation , or athletic teams are located off 
campus , the shuttle could service these as well . In fact , it 
may be possible to achieve participation of local government in 
the shuttle given the lack of any type of mass transit. A 
b r oad view in the future seems in order . 
To be effective , it 
operation. Higher 
will likely be necessary to upgrade the 
quality veh i cles , wheel chair l i fts , and 
shuttle stop shelters have been a part of successfu l shuttle 
programs on other campuses . 
The shut tle service has so many advantages and has been so well 
received , it seems appropriate to capitalize on it as an 
appr oach to help in accommodating the parking pr oblem on 
campus. The shuttle is also i mportant if parking fees are 
i ncreased. The shuttle can provide a no cost option for those 
unwilling or unable to pay increased parking costs . 
(1n 1 
Pedestr i an Access 
The primary element of th~ pedestrian flavor of the campus is 
the c e ntral pedestrian s p ine that runs from the Pierce-Ford 
Tower at the southwest end of the campus in a somewhat direct 
path all the way to the top of the hill behind Cherry Hall at 
the northeast terminus of the campus. At every opportunity , 
the primary pedestrian spine running through the middle of the 
campus should be enhanced. For example , the el i mination of 
Regents Avenue and virginia Garrett as "cut throughs " would 
enhance the pedestrian spine. Further , parking should be 
removed from the pedestr ian way to make it a much more 
wholesome walkway . Additionally , the pedestr ian way needs to 
be widened . Given a campus of this size and the critical 
nature of this pedestrian corridor, a walkway of twenty feet in 
width wil l not seem at all excessive. In addition to widening 
and generally enhancing the route of the main pedestrian spine , 
it Seems appropr i ate to remove elements that are particular l y 
unattractive from t he pedestrian way . Two examp l es would be 
the satellite d i shes near the pedestrian green in front of the 
education building and the dumpsters near the residence halls 
such as McLean Hall at the foot of the hill . While dumpsters 
and satellite d i shes are essent i al , they can be located in 
settings where they are not so visually apparent from the main 
pedestrian walkways . 
In addition to minimizing blight and ugliness along this route 
and e xpanding the width to accommodate volume , this spine 
offers excellen t opportunities for the development of outdoor 
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( activity nodes . Small seating areas , appropriate lighting , 
attractive court yards, landscape 
flagpoles all could enhance this 
planti ngs, 
path . This 
fountains , and 
walkway could 
become the place 
community meets and 
on campus where 
where visitors 
the 
in a 
en tire 
single 
University 
stroll can 
e xperience the essence of Western Kentucky University. 
Also indicated on the Conceptual Master Plan is a second major 
pedestr i an way where Virginia Garrett is now located. This 
second spine can serve as a primary pedest ri an route across the 
center of the campus . It can be developed with enhancements 
such as those described along the northeast/southwest spine . 
To further enhance the pedestrian orientation of campus and 
create needed green space , many of the current parking places 
in the heart of the main campus should be relocated as close as 
possible to the perimeter. As lots are moved , roadways serving 
them can be discontinued as well except for emergency and 
service vehicles . The parking lot surrounded by Grise Hall , 
East Hall, North Hall , and McLean Hall accommodates about one 
hundred vehicles . It would make a delightful green space 
bordered on one side by the pedestrian spine. 
The park ing around Central Hall is a second example . Again for 
the sake of about one hundred spaces , Central Hall, West Hall , 
South Hall, the Academic Complex , the pedestrian spine , and the 
Downing Center are signif i cantly tainted by the omnipresence of 
vehicles. 
( 3 2 ) 
d i fficult to develop attractively, and resisted by the very 
users they are built to serve . In spite of these factors, such 
a crossing may be essential at some t?o int in the future. Th e 
pedestrian walkway could begin near the westernmost residence 
ha l ls almost as an extension to the pedestrian sp ine . Starting 
the access point this far: into the campus wou ld allow a very 
gradual rise and still provide adequate clearance over 
University Boulevard . Similarly , the we st end of the walkway 
could be considerably along Creason Drive toward the center of 
the Egypt parking area. Typically , minimizing the grade 
encourages use of the pedestrian walkway. 
Once pedestrian ways have been defined , they need to be lighted 
for night use . Campus activities will increasingly occur at 
night and proper lighting will help to insure the pedestrian 
access i s pleasant and safe . In addition to simply developing 
the l ighting necessary to allow safe travel, it would be 
desirable to use lighting to tie the campus together. A 
consistent lighting fixture and lighting level would be 
pleasing aesthetically. 
Str eet Closings 
A small number of 
eliminated on the 
existing 
conceptual 
public 
plan . 
roadways 
Two have 
are 
been 
shown as 
mentioned 
earlier in this document Virginia Garrett and Regents 
Drives . Both roads cross the main pedestrian way and should be 
either eliminated totally or at least te rminate d on either side 
of the pedestrian spine. 
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( It would be ideal to close the small portion of State Street 
campus from the main campus. that separates the Ogden 
Kiss-Me-Quick can be upgraded to service the east end of Normal 
Drive. Through traffic on State Street can be exited at 
Fourteen th Avenue . Some local traffic can be maintained on 
State Street until near Fifteenth Avenue if need be . 
The major street proposed for closing to public traffic is the 
portion of Center Street beyond Fourteenth Avenue that becomes 
Russellville Road . Traffic passing by the campus can be 
adequately served by the designated collector streets . wi th 
careful planning , streets such as Dogwood can provide access 
needed into the campus. 
A major use of this roadway is for special events at Diddle 
Arena and the L.T . Smith Stadium . Temporary traffic patterns 
for the thirty minutes to one hour following the event can 
adequately meet these special needs . Non - event traffic during 
these periods can be handled on Chestnut Street , 3lW , and 
Victoria Parkway . From Diddle Arena and the L.T. Smith Stadium 
northeast on University , four lanes of one - way traffic can be 
accommodated with the far left or north lane turning onto 
Morgantown Road, the center two lanes continuing on Adams 
Street, and the far right or south lane exiting on Fourteenth 
i\venue . Similarly , southwest bound traffic can use four lanes 
with the far right or west lane exiting to Russellville Road, 
the middle two lanes continuing to 3lW , and the far left or 
east lane turning onto Normal Drive. Such temporary 
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arrangements are the typical and successful solution to 
dispersing large crowds from special events that occur a 
limited number of times per year. Local traffic not 
participating in the event simply learn to avoid the area . 
Partic i pants quickl y adjust to the traffic lan e designations 
and move quickly away from the site . 
On the Conceptual Master Plan I we have shown only the rna jor 
co l lector streets , trolley lines , and some indication of 
streets to se rve limite d local traffic . Not shown will be many 
service d r ives and emergency ve hic l e routes to service the 
interior of campus . Where possible those can be treated with 
attractive pavers for general use as pedestrian ways a nd yet 
ma i ntaining vehicular access for intermittent service or 
emer gency purposes . 
Campus Focal Po int - Che rry Hal l a nd the Hil l t op 
A campus such as Western benefits from a focal point that 
captures the best the Un i versity has to offer . For West e rn , 
this spot is the v i ew up College Street looking toward the 
h i lltop with Cher r y Hall and the plaza wi th Or. Cherry ' s 
statue . 
Se veral steps can be taken to increase the impact of this focal 
po i nt . If traffic can be routed on Four teenth Avenue , then the 
g r een and pedest r i an area can be extended to prov ide more 
openness and a better foreground . The view could be more like 
the lawn in front of Van Mete r Hal l. The overhead utilit i es 
could be iocated underground or on Fourteenth Avenue again 
( 36) 
opening the perspective . Trees 
attention can also be developed . 
and landscaping 
The Cherry rIall 
to focus 
area is 
special, s hould r eceive more attention, 
redeveloped with great design sensitivity. 
and should be 
Getting Vis itors to Campus 
Attached is a map of major traffic patterns in the Warren 
County area . Marked on this map are two routes to campus from 
major access routes. The northern route begins at the north 
1-65 Bowling Green exit and skirts the northwest side of 
downtown using Adams Street and then University Boulevard. An 
interstate sign plus an occasional sign along the route should 
get persons to the campus area . At the intersection of 
Fourteenth Avenue and University Boulevard, a sign dire cting 
traffic a r ound University to a Visito r s Center would be 
appropriate. 
The second route is 31W off the Gr een River Parkway. An 
interstate sign at the 1-65 Green River parkway intersection 
should dir e ct visitors west on the Parkway to the 3lW exit. 
Signs from both directions at 3 lW should indicate this as the 
campus exit and then direct vehicles toward the campus on 3lW . 
A sign direct ing traffic to the campus and the Visitors Center 
should be placed at the intersection of 3lW and University 
Boulevard. 
A Visitors Center is indicated at the intersection of Normal 
and University on the northeast corner . Associated with this 
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Center should be a visitor parki ng 
information , direct ion s , and par king 
available. Eventually, a loop of th e 
area. At the Center , 
instructions should be 
internal trolley should 
serve the Center. The Visitors Center at Normal Dr ive and 
University Boulevard can be developed immediate l y . When 
appropriate i n the future to have a second Vis i tors Center 
location , the signage at Fourteenth Avenue and University 
Boulevard can be adjusted to pull tra ff ic approac hing from the 
north across Fourteenth Avenue to the Center . 
with signage and these Centers , vis iting the campus for those 
not familiar with Bowling Green should be greatly simplified . 
Future Building Sites 
As the student population grows , new and expanded facilities 
will be needed . A number of op tions for new or expanded 
facilities are indicated on the Conceptual Master Plan . 
One of the critical needs in the immediate future will be the 
development of additional library faci lities. These are likely 
best accommodated in a new structure built next to the Cravens 
Graduate Center and eventually the conversion of all of Cravens 
to library facilit i es . A site for th i s facil ity would be 
immediately south of the Cravens Graduate Center. This 
particular option would allow the Helm Building to be converted 
to other classroom uses . It is a former gymnasium and , while 
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( not ideally suited 
reas onably well as 
for l i brary purposes , would functi on 
an office/clas sroom buildi ng and ha s 
s ufficien t historic value t o be wo rth retaining on the campus. 
A struc ture similar in scale to th e Cravens facil i ty CQuid be 
developed nearby and connected at each floor level . I n i tially 
lower floors of Cravens a nd the new building CQuid serve other 
uses being converted to library fUnc t i ons as needs dictate . 
This building is p r oposed in an area where the view to the 
south i s spec tacular . Build ing designs will need to take 
appropriate concern to capitalize on this aspect of the site . 
To accommodate academic g r owt h , it will be appropriate to 
replace or renovate the Science and Technology Hall. 
a particularly effective or 
renovation will appr oach 
eff i cient 
or likely 
fac ili ty 
e xceed 
and 
the 
It is not 
a total 
cos t of 
replacement. I f replaced , the front facade can be brought into 
line wi th Che r ry and Gordon Wilson. In fact , a replac emen t 
facility in this location could be quite large and even 
developed in two phases as needs demand . It wou ld be highly 
desirable to locate health and sc i ence related func t ions in 
this facility i n close proximity to other science facilities. 
.Located in t he same area of campus i s snell Hall. For the 
space it occup i es l it i s also quite inefficient and offers a 
r elatively small amount of usabl e space . In the futu r e as 
additional facilities are needed relat e d to act i vities in 
nearby build i ngs I it may be appropriate to conside r demolishing 
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( Snell Hall and erecting a larger facility on this site . Snell 
Hall is th~ last original el e ment of Ogden College , and its 
historic value may preclude demolition . If not replaced , it 
shou l d be renovated to maximize i ts usefulness to western. 
As Science and Technology is renovated o r replaced, Snell 
remodeled or replaced , and State Street closed at the Ogden 
Campus, consideration should be given to connections between 
these interrelated facilities . Connections mi ght be walks , 
elevated walks or enclosed pedways or skywalks . 
Rather than accommodating additional administrative needs in 
new structures , it may be desirable to fully utilize Potter 
the facility could be Hall 
used 
for 
to 
such 
house 
purposes . For example , 
all student services such as admissions, 
financial aid, job placement , residence hall administration , 
and academic counseling in one location . It is not typically 
desirable to mix housing and non-housing in 
and this location is such that i t may 
the same 
better 
building , 
serve fo r 
administrative uses than housing . Since , no matter what the 
use , Potter Hall needs full renovation , it may offer the 
opportunity to convert to admin istrative use without additional 
f i nancial penalty . If it is used for administrative or student 
services , a second , attractive entrance facing the Wetherby 
Administration Building would facilitate movement between these 
administrat ive centers and also enhance the prominent view of 
the west facade of Potter Hall. 
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Schneide r Hall may be better suited as a residence hall than a 
continuing education center . As additional ho using is needed 
for students , it may be advantageous to convert this facility 
rather than construct additional buildings . Schneider Hall is 
well arranged and well located as a residence hall. It is 
neither well arranged nor properly located for cont i nuing 
education. 
A total of 800 undergraduate traditional residence hall beds , 
400 in the immediate future and 400 in the years ahead, seem 
1 i kely to be needed on the campus . The long in tended locat ion 
for these is near the intersection of Normal Drive and 
University Boulevard . As these are planned , every effort 
should be made to learn from the past . The scale should be 
smaller . The appearance should be more residential in 
character. Parking can be located as shown on the Master Plan 
across University Boulevard and adjacent to Jones-Jaggers . 
Crossing University Boulevard at this point is signal 
controlled and , therefore , reasonably practical . 
The Kentucky Building and the museum it contains are a state 
resource , and simply must be expanded in the future. The 
Kentucky Building must take into account not only additional 
interior space but , to be effective , the facility must have 
adequate parking for numerous visitors . As Fourteenth Avenue 
is realigned , it would be possible to expand the facility and 
locate parking nearby. 
Jones-Jaggers will become available for use i n the immediate 
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( future . It CQui d accommodate a number of academic or 
admin i strative functions, thus reducing the need for further 
construction. Externa lly funded projects and early 
childhood/head start programs are two examples where the 
location might be an asset rather than a detriment . This 
facility can also serve as f lexible or surge space to 
temporarily accommodate emergencies or unforeseen growth in 
programs . For example, if other facilities are not available , 
it might be pressed into service as the temporary home of the 
Community Col lege . The Community College will outgrow it i n 
time, but this illus trates the kinds of prog r ams that CQuid be 
housed there . 
Another expansion site shown on the Master Plan is southeast of 
the Academic Complex . A significa nt addition could be placed 
here and still ma in tai n adequate separation from Normal Drive. 
The new construction and expansio n s i tes , as wel l as the 
changes in use identified, seem likely to accommodate 
anticipated student growth in the t ime frame of concern for 
th i s planning project. 
Accommodating Campus Recreation 
At the present time, campus recreation is accommodated on 
f ields near Normal Drive and University Boulevard , past the 
Egypt parking lot , and on Campbel l Lan e at Industrial Drive. 
As facilities such as residence halls are expanded on campus , 
some of these areas will be used for other purposes . As campus 
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( recreation is relocated, it would be desirable to group 
activities into a manag e able area for ease of administration 
and operation. 
In planning for campus recreation , it seems essential , given 
current levels of participation , to provide an absolute minimum 
of fOllr fields for campus recreation and intramural activities . 
These would be four multipurpose fields serving sport s such as 
soccer, football , and softball . As the population grows on 
Western ' 5 campus , it 
expand the number of 
will be 
fields . 
necessary to 
At that point, 
proportionately 
it may be more 
appropriate to consider expanding the operational hours for the 
£ ields by adding lighting rather than e xpandin g the number of 
fields. Currently , campus recreation activities must be 
curta iled in the early evenin g whereas with lighting the 
available hours of participation could be tripled on the same 
number of fields . When land acquisition , site development , and 
site maintenance costs are taken into account, it is more 
economically desirable to have lighted fields allowing extended 
hours of operation. Extending the hours of operation may have 
the additional benefit of creating more opportunities to 
participate for students and staff not free in the late 
afternoon . 
Four multipurpose fields 
Plan . Two are loca ted 
Cen ter Street are today. 
are shown on the Conceptual Master 
where intercollegiate baseball and 
Two are located across University 
Boulevard near the Egypt parking area . These are all in 
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( general proximity to the new Health and Activities Building 
wh e r e the campus recr e ational activities will be based . They 
aL e also all a part of the main campus allowing participation 
without traveling to a remote site . With thousands of students 
participating , it seems critical to keep these activities a 
part of the main campus if poss i ble . 
(44 ) 
( OTHER ISSUES 
In the process of completing this master planning effort , a 
number of tangent issues have emerged that deserve commentary. 
Concepts vs. Details 
The purpose of this plan was to focmulate a concept of the 
Western campus in the future. The concept has been kept 
deliberately general or diagrammatic. If the concept was 
precise and prescriptive , it would not contain the essential 
flexibility needed to be relevant for twenty or more years. As 
decisions are made that impact the campus , many details will 
need to be clarified , problems solved , and specific design 
solutions developed . 
Phasing 
The future of the campus as depicted on the Conceptual Master 
Plan will need to be accomplished a piece at a time over 
decades. Some pieces will be in place in the i mmediate future. 
Other aspects of the plan may not be possible even in twenty 
years. The point is to move toward the goal steadily and on a 
daily basis as small and large decisions are made about the 
campus . 
cost of Implementing the Plan 
It would be unfortunate to dream small dreams. This plan is a 
big dream , and as such it would be unreasonable to e xpect 
Western to implement all the recommendations in a short time . 
( 4 5 ) 
( It is reasonable for the Unive rsity to move toward the goals 
consistently during the next twenty yea r s. 
As a result, it is not practical to attach a cost to the plan . 
Further , some elements of the plan should be funded by joint 
efforts of the city, county , or state. 
Better Distri bution of Teaching 
One way to better utilize the physical elements of the campus 
is to extend the teaching day_ All institutions of higher 
education tend to have a concentration of course offerings in 
the morning hours . 
the norm. 
The pattern at Western, however, exceeds 
If the teaching day can be extended by offering courses outside 
of 9:15 a . m., 10:30 a . m. , 11 : 45 a.m., and 1 : 00 p . m., the 
University will be able to use fewer resources for construction 
and maintenance of buildings and parking. Extending the 
teaching day may even help students . Working in the morning 
would be possible if course work were more available in the 
afternoon and evening . 
Ma i n t enanc e Fund ing 
While Western ' s inventory of facilities includes many beautiful 
and effective buildings , it is critical that they be better 
maintained . This is not meant to imply any inadequacy of the 
phys ical plant operation . Rather, increased resources simply 
must be committed to the task. 
Wester-n o 
(46 ) 
This problem is not unique to 
( 
( 
One major factor contributing to the problem is the large 
number of build i n gs added to the campus in the 50 ' 5 and 60 ' s . 
These are reac h ing the stage where e xpend i tures for major 
maintenance activit i es are almost unavo i dable . Further 
compounding the problem is the reality that many of the 
buildings of th i s vintage were very inex pensively constructed. 
If funds are not dedicated to the task , morale , and 
e f fecti veness of students , faculty , and staff will be 
negatively impacted . Further , eventually the failure of 
facilities will require even greater expendit ures for 
replacement . It is more economical to spend regularly for 
maintenance than per i od i cally for replacement . 
Integration with Comprehe nsive Plan Update 
Kentucky Statute requ i res the Warren County/Bowl i ng Green 
Comprehens i ve plan be updated periodically . In fact , the Plan 
for the community is in the midst of updating now . Draft 
materials have been reviewed as an input into th i s planning 
project . 
University staff should share this plan with local planners . 
It may be possible to incorporate the basic elements of this 
plan into the community comprehensive plan . If so , it would 
greatly enhance the likelihood of ac h ieving the concept 
described in th i s plan . Western Kentucky must continue to 
integrate their planning with local planning as they have done 
i n the past . 
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( Signage 
Signage should be considered as a significant part of a larger , 
more comprehe ns ive program of visual imag ery for the entire 
University . Large corporations understand the value of using 
v i sual symbols to establish their separate identity in a 
competitive environment. Certainly the University can benefit 
from a similar program. Included within its scope should be 
all visua l items relating to the University such as the large 
signs at the edge of town , build ing identifications , visitor 
instructions, road signs , and interior room identificatio n in 
buildings . Use of standards for colors , logos , letter styl e , 
l i ghting , and other items should be carefully selected with the 
goal of establishing the identity of Western Kentucky 
University with all things related to it , both property and 
publ ications . 
Within th is contex t , sig nage should have the fo llowing 
character istics: 
1 ) Convey a clear , precise message with the least amount of 
words or symbols ; 
2) Be i mmediately identifiable as part of the University 
without having to read the sign ; 
3) Be legible , considering distance, direction , and speed of 
travel of the inte nded observer ; 
4) Be legible at night as well as in daylight; 
5) In the case of exterior signage, be located on the g r oun d 
rather than on building facades ; 
6) Serve to de fin e the campus as separate from non-campus 
fac i lities ; 
( 48 ) 
( 7) Be r e asonably priced to de velop and maintain . 
In addition to regular signag e , some special sig n 
seems appropriate at the "corners " of the campus : 
Street at Fourteenth Aven ue , RUssel l ville Road at 
Boulevard, and Normal Drive at University 
treatment 
Chestnut 
University 
Boulevard. 
Eventually, the proposed int e rsection of Fourteenth Avenue and 
Adams Stre et should be included as well . At these locations , 
special signs , landscaping, and lighting need to announce the 
campus. 
It should be noted that a comp r ehensive program such as 
described above is a sophisticated design effort which more 
than likely will require off campus prof e ssional assistance . 
It is not a task to be taken lightly . 
Utility Maste r Plan 
The scope of this project did not permi t development of a 
utility master plan for the campus . Such a plan would be an 
excellent follow up to this planning effort. Such a p l a n 
should consider not only upgrading required by the ag i ng of the 
existing utility systems , but also expanding of the systems to 
accommodat e projected additional facil ities and to add 
communications capability , energy management systems , and other 
availabl e tec hnologies . 
The conceptual master plan 
accommoda t e engineering and 
concerns. 
( 49 \ 
is sufficiently f l exible 
utility considerations 
to 
and 
( Handicapped Accessibility and Code Compliance 
Much like utility system master planning , a campus wide program 
to achieve handicapped accessi b ility and full code compliance 
should be natural outgrowth of this plan . Western would be 
well served 
progress is 
to have such 
continuously 
programs in place to insure that 
made towards achieving a fully 
accessible and compliant campus . 
( 50 ) 
( UPDATING THE PLAN 
This Conceptual Master Plan is intended to se t directions for 
the campus through the next two decades or more . While both 
internal and external participants in the planning process have 
kept this time frame in mind , the rate of change in society 
today makes long term planning difficult . 
I t wo u ld 
r eex ami ne 
be 
the 
prudent for Western 
plan per i odically , 
Kentucky 
such as 
university to 
at f i ve year 
intervals . As a part of this rev i e w, the plan can be updated 
as needed . Wi th such updates this p l an should continue to 
prov i de a general guide for t wo decades . At that po i nt , a 
complete review of the future of the campus will be in order . 
{ "i 1 , 
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APPENDIX A 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
( EXECUTIVE SUMMARY CAMPUS MASTER PLAN 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 
In January of 1989, a study to develop a conceptual plan for 
the campus for the next two or more decades was undertaken. 
The planning effort was intended to be conceptual, flexible, 
offer direction for twenty years or more, and focus on the 
physical elements of the main campus. The project was managed 
by Johnson/Rornanowitz/Architects & Planners with assistance 
from Sasaki Associates. The University faculty, staff, and 
students were active participants in the planning process. 
A number of basic assumptions or parameters guided the 
planners: 
* 
* 
A desirable maximum student population on the main campus 
is 15,000 to 16,000; growth at other centers and the 
Community College can be unlimited, but available land 
and the importance of maintaining a personal relationship 
between faculty, students, and staff suggest limiting the 
main campus population. A campus enrollment of 15,000 to 
16,000 would represent a growth of about twenty-five 
percent over current levels. 
The current density of land use on the main campus should 
be maintained implying that as the student population 
grows to 16,000, campus land which totals less than 200 
acres must be expanded. 
( * Green and natural areas as well as the hillto~ are 
critical to the character of Western Kentucky University 
and must be protected and enhanced where possible . 
* vehicular movement needs to be redirected to the edges of 
the campus in order to develop a pedestrian orientation 
for Western. 
The at tached conceptual Master Plan was developed on these 
parameters . It is i ntended to guide daily decision making by 
the institution. It is deliberate ly general rather than 
specific to encourage sufficient flexi bility to be relevant for 
twenty or more years. 
Surrounding Roadways 
A collector street pattern should be developed around the 
campus utilizing Fourteenth Avenue, University Boulevard , 
Chestnut Street , and a very small segment of Highway 31W. To 
be workable , segments of Fourteenth Avenue must be connected 
and portions of Chestnut street and University Boulevard 
upgraded . This pattern would make access to the campus more 
effective , but more important would allow non - campus traffic to 
easily bypass the central area. 
Campus Boundaries 
As pa rcels become available and resources permit , property 
between the campus and this roadway system should be acquired . 
( 2 ) 
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Some p r ope r ty ca n be dedicated to University uses such as 
parking lo t s . Other property can be cleared for open green 
space . Some property can even be made available for Un i versity 
related but p rivate activities such as student service groups , 
Greek housing , and professional o rganiza t i ons. 
Mov ing Off Campus 
To achieve the parameters stated , a number of activ i ties should 
be considered for r elocation off the campus. Intercol l egiate 
athlet ics , phys ical plant, housing , Communi ty Co l lege , 
Continuing Education an d the Institute fo r Economic Deve l opment 
are options . Many of these would be better served where access 
and park i ng were more available . 
Par king 
A total o f about 5 , 000 parking spaces , just s lig ht l y more tha n 
currently available , ar e necessary even if some activities are 
moved of f campus and e nrollments reach 15 , 000 to 16 , 000 
students . To operat e at these levels , t he shutt l e must be 
expanded , a graduated system of fees e nacted to discourage 
parking and increase revenues , and new parking created at t he 
perimeter of campus to reduce existing parking in the middle o f 
campus . 
Pedes t r ian Acces s 
Weste rn will be best served by continuing to de velop and 
support the fee l ing of a pedestr ian campus . Intrus i o n of 
vehicle s into the campus needs to be seen as accep table only in 
unusual circumstances . 
( 3 ) 
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Street Closings 
Several closings of streets will enhance the campus . 
Virginia Garrett, a small segment of State Street 
Regents , 
near the 
Ogden Campus, and Center Street all should be considered . 
Closings can be designed to create a safe and attractive campus 
Eor pedestrians , yet accommodate service and emergency 
vehicles . 
Campus Focal Point - Cherry Hall and the Hilltop 
This area of the campus can capture the essence of the best 
that Western has to offer. It needs to be upgraded and 
protected . 
Future Building Sites 
Many opportunities exist for new and expanded buildings on 
campus. The outline of the new Health and Activities Building 
is shown on the plan. The area for residence hall expansion at 
Normal Dr ive and University Boulevard is 
additions are possible at the Kentucky 
indicated . Major 
Building and the 
Academic Complex . 
can be renova ted 
Both Snell and Science and Technology Halls 
or replaced. A new facility for library 
expansion just south of Cravens Center seems desirable. 
Accommodatinq Campus Recreation 
This program serves thousands of participants. It i s not 
desirable to transport them off campus and , therefore , space 
has been developed for them on the main campus . 
( 4 ) 
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Updating 
Even though th is plan 
it 
is intended t o guide Western we l l into 
should be ~eviewed periodically and the next century, 
updated as needed. This will be especially important if one or 
more of the planning parameters should prove undesirable in the 
years ahead . 
( 5 ) 
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A BACKGROUND BOOKLET 
In Preparation for Planning Workshop 
Johnson/Romanowitzl Architects & Planners 
Lexington and Louisville 
( I NTRODUCTION 
Over a period of about six months, the staff of Johnson/Romanowitz 
Architects & planners has completed a number of activities in order 
to prepare these materials . Activities included reviewing a wide 
selection of publications related to the University and Bowling 
Green , touring extensively the campus and the immediate 
surroundings , and seeking the perceptions of various groups and 
individuals affiliated with the campus . Scheduled interviews were 
conducted with the president , vice presidents, deans , director of 
physical plant , director of institutional research , director of 
housing , director of public safety, director of recreational 
activities, director of libraries , director of the community 
college , director of student activities and organizations, president 
of the facility senate , president of associated student government , 
as well as representatives of a number of county and governmental 
organizations . These organizations included the State Department of 
Transportation , City of Bowling Green , Warren County , and the local 
Chamber of Commerce . In addition to the scheduled interviews, 
opened and unscheduled opportunities were also provided where anyone 
could offer commentary on the campus and its future . The 
participation was diverse and included students , faculty , staff, 
undergraduates , graduates , minorities , international students , 
Greeks , non-Greeks, commuters , res ident studen 'ts , non - traditional 
students, retired staff , and neighbors . Th i s open opportunity for 
participation in the planning process was widely announced in campus 
mail i ngs as well as the University newspaper . The objective of 
these activities was to talk with a very divergent sample of the 
university commun i ty . 
( 
Based upon the review of documents available as well as these 
interviews, it is possible to identify a number of major issues that 
ough t to be addressed in the campus plan update . In following 
sections of this document , each of these issues are identified and 
described . Then, a number of options for accommodating a particular 
issue are outlined. 
These issues are presented individually for clar i ty of description . 
In actuality , a number of the issues a r e i nterrelated and steps 
taken to address one will facilitate or complicate another issue or 
issues . 
It is also important to note that in the process of developing a 
master plan , other issues may emerge that need to be addressed . 
While the intent has been to facilitate the process by enumerating 
all likely issues as a start i ng point , it is not presumed that 
additional issues of importance will not arise. 
Included as an Appendix of this document are copies of maps and 
statistical data about Western and the community . 
2 
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ISSUE: CAMP US SIZE 
Overview 
S i nce being established as Western Kentucky Normal School in 1906 by 
the Legislature of Kentucky , Wes tern Kentucky University has 
continued a pattern of regular and consistent growth . Periodically 
over the last eighty four years , specific circumstances has caused 
the enrollment to grow or decline rapidly, but the gene ral pattern 
has been one of steady expansion. Today , the student population is 
approaching f i fteen thousand students . An issue to be addressed i s 
the ultimate enrollment to be accommodated at Western Kentucky 
University. 
I t is somewhat critica l to establ i sh some enrollment ta r get or goal 
since a number of other planning considerations are o f necess i ty 
tied to the number of students , faculty , and visitors on the campus . 
Option 1 - Unlimited Growth as the Region Grows 
It is poss ibl e to allow Western to simply grow without particular 
management of the growth process. Th i s is in rea lity what has 
happened until this po in t in time . In this option , as the r egion 
grows or fails to grow , the enrollment at Western will similarly 
change . Looking at long range projections for the region , allowing 
Western to match g r owth with the r egion might result 1n a total 
student population of twenty thousand by the year 2020 o r so . 
3 
This option has the advantage of allowing Western to continue a 
( gene ral policy of admitting any student who graduates from high 
school in the region . A policy of open admissions is particularly 
advantageous in the sense of maintaining positive relationships with 
the diverse political elements in the region. Curtailing enrollment 
has some potential in the view of some to negatively impact 
poli tical support across the var ious counties in Western I s service 
region . 
Option 2 - Cap Western IS Enrollment at 15 , 000 to 16 , 000 
A second option related to enrol lment would be to arbitrarily 
establish some maximum number , the range of 15 , 000 to 16,000 is the 
number most often mentioned , beyond which students would be turned 
away at Western Kentucky University . 
This option has a number of implications . First, some would argue 
that an outstanding characteristic of Western Kentucky University 
has been its feeling of friendliness and community . It will become 
more difficul t to maintain this feeling which is such an essential 
part of the University with a student base beyond 15 , 000 or 16,000. 
A second argument in favor of this position is that the campus land 
is somewhat limited . The University is not in a location where 
large quantities of 
campus for expansion. 
approach the maximum 
land are immediately available to the main 
A stude n t population of 15 , 000 ' or 16,000 may 
that can be reasonably accommodated without 
major and , in fact , unreasonable expenditures Eor prope r ty on the 
expansion of campus campus . This is not to imply that some 
4 
boundar i es will not be desirable if 15 , 000 to 16 , 000 students are to 
( be adequately accommodated . 
Option 3 - Cap University Enrollment , But Allow Unlimited Expansion 
of the Community College 
A third option would be to limit the number of students l ocated on 
the main campus to 15,000 to 16,000 , but allow the Western Kentucky 
Community College to grow as needed to accommodate additional 
applicat ion s . In this scenario , the most qualified 15 , 000 to 16,000 
students would be admitted to the main campus with other students 
a llowed to at t end the community col lege for two years and then 
transfer to Western Kentucky ' s main campus. In implementing this 
arrangement, obviously the junior and senior classes would of 
necessity be somewhat larger than the freshman and sophomore classes 
to accommodate those successfully completi ng the community college 
program and transferring to the main campus . 
It is important to note that this model has some e xamples of success 
particularly in states like Florida , Texas , a nd California . The 
University of Kentucky community college system also functions to 
some extent in this way in its relationship with the ma in campus of 
the University of Kentucky in Lexington . 
This option allows the advantages of manageable s iz e and keeps the 
student base to a number that can be successfully accommodated on 
the main campus while , at the same time, possibly minimizing the 
poli tical implication denying entry to the University from those who 
graduated from high school in the region . 
( 
ISSUE - RELOCATION OF ACTIVITIES FROM THE MAIN CAMPUS 
Overview 
Regardless of the option taken in terms of ultimate university size , 
it seems likely that demands on the main campus are such that 
consideration for relocation of activities to other sites would be 
pruden t . In general, activi ties to be relocated would be those 
where advantages of access and separation from regular student 
activities would be an asset rather than a detriment or the number 
of students adversely impacted is rather small. There are a number 
of activities that could be considered for placement on other sites . 
Option 1 - Community College 
An activity that might well be served by a remote location from the 
main campus is the Western Kentucky Community College function . If 
relocated, this activity should be placed in a locale where 
automobile access and parking are easily accommodated . It is 
assumed that the community college would continue to serve three 
kinds of programs : freshman and sophomore classes for eventual 
transfer to Western Kentucky University, vocational and terminal 
degrees intended for completion at the community college without 
transfer , and general interest classes which may not carry college 
credit. 
Given these kinds of programs , it is a safe 
community college will continue to be serving 
students and non-traditional students . The 
assumption that the 
primarily commuter 
vast majority of 
community college students are in these categories and that is not 
6 
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likely to change. A location that was advantageous for their 
purposes then would be one with good access and good par king. 
Relocation of the community college would also help clar iEy i ts 
identity. It would have the potential negative impact of separating 
the image of the community college from western Kentucky University 
per se . 
A possible location CQuid be the Jones-Jaggers Building across 
University Boulevard from the rest of the main campus . This 
location is tempting because it is available and near the rest of 
the main campus. It is somewhat undesirable for several reasons 
however . It is barely adequate in terms of size now and long range 
growth at this location may be difficult to accommodate . The 
Jones - Jaggers facility is not well suited for parking or easy 
access. It is in the congestion and limited parking environment of 
the campus. This location also does not offer the separation that 
may be desirable. Finally, this property may better serve other 
needs that require a location on the main campus. 
Option 2 - Continuing Education 
To be effective, continuing education needs to operate in an 
environment where visitors to the campus can easily arrive and 
participate in activ i ties . 
meet that goal . 
The current location certainly does not 
There are a number of ways in which continuing education could be 
accommodated off the main campus . Approaches might include better 
utilization ot. the facilities at the University Farm and 
7 
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considerable use of the facilities planned for development on 
Scottsville Road. While those facilities on scottsville Road have 
not been finalized , current plans call for a Hilton Hotel of 180 
rooms and a convention facility of almost 70,000 square feet . The 
convention center will include approximately 15,000 square feet for 
exhibit space and a seating capacity of 1 , 200 to 1 , 500 . It does not 
seem practical for 
education facility in 
Western to 
addition to 
develop a convention/continuing 
that proposed for the City of 
Bowling Green. It seems unlikely that the University and community 
are sufficiently active in this arena to support two facilities. In 
light of that , and given that the city is actively supporting the 
development of the facility planned on Scottsville Road, it seems 
reasonable for Western Kentucky University to plan to make regular 
and consistent use of these new assets in the community. In 
addition to the University Farm and the Hilton convention facility, 
other continuing education activities could be located away from the 
main campus and in proximity to the community college . Many of the 
conununity college and continuing education activities will l i kely 
have commonalties in focus and staff . Locating them in proximity 
may be desirable . 
It may also be desirable to reconsider the use of Schneider Hall for 
the housing of continuing education activ i ties. This facility was 
pressed into a continuing education use at a time when there were 
more than sufficient number of residence hall rooms on the campus 
and fewer hotel rooms available i n the community. That situation 
has changed . There are now ample hotel rooms and inadequate 
resident hall space , so reallocation of this space back to 
Llniversi ty hou~ing may be prudent. It also is in a location where 
R 
( 
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access and parking are not easily accomplished . 
better suited for other uses at this point in time. 
It simply s eems 
Option 3 - Campus Recreation Activities 
At the present time , campus recreation is accommodated on fields 
near Normal and University Boulevard past the Egypt park i ng lot , and 
on Campbell Lane at Industrial Drive . As facilities are expanded on 
campus , some of these areas may be used for other purposes . In any 
case , it would be very desirable to group campus recreation 
activities into an area for ease of administration and operation. 
One possibility would be to intensify the use of the property on 
Industrial Dr i ve by developing it more fully . Additional site work 
and the construction of a small facility to accommodate concessions , 
storage , and restrooms would be the kind of improvements that would 
greatly enhance the use of that site . 
Encouraging the relocation of campus recreation activit i es off of 
the main campus has at least two impl i cations . First , it requires 
transportat i on of students either in pe r sonal vehicles or by shuttle 
to the remote location . Given the high levels of participation in 
terms of numbers and the recent increases in those numbers, the 
decision to relocate 
locations requires an 
opportunities provided 
campus recreation 
equal commi tmen t to 
by the Univers i ty 
activities to remote 
enhance transportation 
in order to discourage 
private traffic in a congested environment as well as to support 
those students unable to arrange private accommodations. 
a 
A second concern with the use of property such as that on Indust~ial 
( Drive is the relative value of that property . The fact may be that 
that p~operty , while not now necessari l y valuable , wil l be in the 
short range. Western would be better served by using the property 
for o t her uses rather than accommodat i ng recreation there . For 
examp l e , that particular location might be well suited for the 
development of a research and office park which would bring to the 
community opportunities to locate researc h and off i ce act i vities as 
well as offer Western opportunities for in t eraction with private 
enterprise in advantageous ways . The site may also be needed for 
community college , non- traditional housing , or inte r co l legiate 
athletic fields. 
In order to plan for campus recreation , it seems essent i al given 
current levelS of participation to provide an absolute mi n imum of 
four fields for campus recreation and intramur al activit i es . These 
would be four multipurpose fields serv i ng sports such as soccer , 
football a nd softball . As the population grows on Weste rn' s campus , 
i t wi ll be necessary to propo r tionatel y e xpand the number of fields . 
It may be more appropriate to conside r expanding the operational 
hours for the fields by adding lighting rather than expanding the 
number of fields . Current l y campus rec r eation activit i es must be 
curtailed in the early evening whereas wi th lighting the avai lable 
hour s of participation could be tr i p l ed on the same number of 
f i elds . When land acquis i tion , si te development , and s i te 
maintenance costs are taken into account , i t may be more 
economically desirable to have lighted f i elds allowing extended 
hours of operation . 
10 
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Option 4 - Relocate Inte rcollegiate Athletics 
While university intramural and recreat i on activities involve a 
large number of students , a much smaller number of students are 
impacted by intercollegiate athletics . The football team and their 
p r act ice facilities have already been relocated to a r emote site. 
Si milar relocation of baseball , soccer , and tennis CQuid be 
considered. 
One factor encouraging relocation is the reality that these three 
sports are not well accommodated in current facil i t i es . 
practice area is minimal. The baseball pract i ce 
The soccer 
field is 
constrained in i ts current location. The tennis facilities are 
poorly oriented and not configured in a way that allows Western to 
accommodate many tournaments . Given that all three types of 
facilities need t o be upgraded, it might be desirable to consider 
locating those away from the main campus and reclaiming that space 
for other campus activities . 
Other possibl e l ocat ions for 
property on Industrial Drive , 
intercolleg iate sports 
the University Farm , 
could be the 
or the Three 
Springs complex . Each location has strengths and weaknesses . 
Industr i al Drive is nearby and easily on the shuttle route , but 
there are competing uses. The University Farm is not as convenient 
to the campus but very convenient fo r visiting teams. While space 
is available , this land may be so valuabl e as a potential industrial 
park or simi l ar use that even the farm should be relocated . Three 
Springs is the least convenient location, but cooperat ion with the 
county may be desirable given that both the county and the 
University have limited resources . 
( 
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The scope of this planning effort is limited to the main campus 
making detailed analysis of othe r sites not possible. It would seem 
desirable to relocate all three sports to the same area . If the 
three sports CQuid be located together , not only would 
transportation and administration be aided, but also a small 
building to accommodate lockers , storage of materials and the like 
could be economically developed. 
Option 5 - Relocation of Physical Plant 
Physical plant is currently located in the parking structure. 
Relocating this operation to a remote site would fr e e a considerable 
number of parking places and some building space . The number of 
parking spaces created would include not only those spaces used by 
physical plant staff for personal vehic l es , but also those spaces 
used to park university owned vehicles as well. To be effective , 
this re l ocation must be to an area very close to the main campus. 
I f a more remote location is selected , the loss of staff time in 
travel to and from the physical plant base and the campus would be 
detr i mental to the qual i ty of services ava i lable without s i gnificant 
increases in staffing. 
To be maximally effective , both housekeeping and maintenance 
oriented staff would need to be based in some other location . This 
woul d mean then that housekeeping staff would need to be shuttled to 
their work locations for the day . Th i s would raise significant 
problems such as accommodating depart i ng of 
by housekeeping staff . Maintenance staff 
the campus at noontime 
typically operate from 
university vehicles and , therefore , they can park in a remote 
location and travel to t he campus in t hat vehicle to pe r form their 
( 
daily activities. It may also be important to keep upper level 
physical plant administration on the campus for ease of access by 
others. 
A compromise option 
management based in 
physical plant staff 
might be to 
their current 
and funct i ons 
keep housekeeping and upper 
location and only relocate 
related to maintenance. Even 
this would have a signif icantly posit ive impact by creating a number 
of additional parking p l aces for use by students , faculty , and staff 
on a daily basis . 
Option 6 - Housing 
Housing could be disbursed t o remote l ocations in thr ee ways . 
First , a Greek housing area could be developed on the perimeter of 
the main campus . Th i s would have the effect of possibly removing 
some students from current residence hall space. So r o rities , for 
example , are la rgely accommodated in e x isting university housing . 
Locating them to a Greek housing area could free up ex i sting 
residence hall space and possibly l i mit the need to develop 
additional residence hall sites. 
A second type of remote housing that might be workable involves 
rna rr ied student hous ing. The campus curren tly has only a few 
married student housing units ava ilable and a number of thos e are in 
what would best be described as temporary build ings acqu ired by the 
Univers ity and used for ma rried student housing unt i l demolition 
when the si tes need to be commit ted t o other uses . It may be 
possible to effect ively develop r emote married student housin g , but 
the impact on. the ma in campus would be negligible . Less than ten 
( 
married students are now accommodated on the main campus in 
university housing . 
A third approach to remote housing would be encouraging private 
development of student residence hall space developed outside the 
main campus . This has worked effectively in other locations and 
might prove attractive at Western . The experience with the downtown 
towers developed some years ago will be a significant hindrance in 
this approach. No doubt many in the community remember the failure 
of those facilities which were built to accommodate single 
undergraduate students in a location near the main campus/ but 
developed on private p_roperty by private enterprise . 
ISSUE - VEHICULAR ACCESS 
Overview 
It is clear that vehicular access will remain a cr i tical concern for 
Western Kentucky Univers i ty. Even with the maximum anticipated 
residence hall construction, more than 50% of the enrollment is 
anticipated as living off campus. When staff and faculty are added 
to commuting students , it seems clear that more than 10 , 000 persons 
and possibl y nearly 20 , 000 persons will be approaching the campus by 
automobile on a daily basis . 
to consider the vehicu l ar 
campus . 
In light of this , it seems appropriate 
access in the immediate area of the 
It seems safe to assume that primary access to the campus will be by 
Route 68/80 (Russellville Road) , Un i versity Boulevard , Chestnut , and 
downtown streets including 
There a r e no firm city , 
State , College , Center , and Kentucky. 
Department of county , or Kentucky 
Transportation plans to upgrade roadways in the area of the campus . 
Upgrading of roadways a way from the campus per se such as the 
widening of Campbell Lane and the development of Victoria Parkway 
may assist the campus by diverting traffic , but no improvements are 
anticipated in the university area in the immediate future. 
Inte r mi ngled with the concern for automobile access to the campus is 
the problem of confl i cts between vehicular approaches and pedestrian 
ways . To the extent possible , it seems des i rable t o separate 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic . I n an ideal sense , this would 
mean defining a c i rculation pattern around the campus suc h that 
vehicles not h~ving univers i ty bus i ness would bypass the campus and 
vehicles with university busine ss '""auld terminate their approach at 
the per imeter. Then pedestrians would be free to move largely at 
wi ll about the inter ior of campus. with a campus of this size , it 
is inevitable that pedestrians will need to cross drives and parking 
area , but by s e parating major vehicular access from pedestr ian ways, 
safety as well as the general environment of the campus can be 
greatly enhanced. 
Option 1 - Develop a Connector on the Downtown or North End of 
Campus 
Currently the north end of campus is defined by a number of streets 
which together do not form a northern corridor . The two major 
streets in this pattern are Fourteenth Avenue and Fifteenth Avenue. 
With some property acquisition , it would be possible to enhance and 
connect Fourteenth Avenue forming a continuous northern cor ridor 
defining the edge of campus . This would connect with Chestnut, 
State , College, Center , Kentucky , and Adams Streets terminating on 
the west into University Boulevard . The eastern end of Fourteenth 
Avenue continues past 3lW essentially allowing vehicular traffic to 
travel to and from 31w and past the northern edge of the campus 
wi thout en t er ing the campus area per se . Ultimately , it may be 
desirable for the University to acquire most of the property to this 
northern collector street and essentially provide a better entry to 
the campus from downtown. The space between Fourteenth Avenue and 
Fifteenth Avenue could serve a variety of purposes including parking 
and accommodation of university elements such as Greek housing, 
married student housing , or the like. 
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The development of Fourteenth Avenue as a connector will positively 
impact the neighborhood, the University, and the community. It will 
create a clear - cut boundary. Obviously , it will very negatively 
impact those persons displaced by the route or living on Fourteenth 
Avenue . The most negative impact and the greatest expense will be 
at the Chestnut Street end. An advisable strategy to implement this 
option may be to not only declare an intent to create this route , 
but further begin by building from University Boulevard east to 
Chestnut Street to allow more time for those on the eastern end of 
the route to relocate with minimal personal disruption . Further , 
much of the western end of the route is actually blighted urban area 
enhanced by urban renewal , community development kinds of 
activities . 
Option 2 - Chestnut Street as an Eastern Boundary 
Much in the way Fourteenth Avenue can define a northern boundary of 
the campus, it seems desirable to view Chestnut Street as an eastern 
collector street for traffic purposes. This would mean that efforts 
would be made to discourage through travel on streets such as State 
and Normal and rather encourage use of Chestnut Street. Even if 
State Street and Normal Drive remain open , they should be viewed as 
minor streets for those seeking access to the campus rather than as 
traffic patterns for those simply traveling north and south along 
the eastern boundary of the campus . Little if any upgrading may be 
necessary in order for Chestnut Street to serve this purpose. It is 
already generally viewed in the community as a major thoroughfare. 
( 
Option 3 View Univers i ty Boulevard as the Major East/West Access 
Point in the Campus Area 
Clearly University Boulevard must be viewed as the primary east/west 
connector. It ties directly in with access to the interstate on the 
north as well as to Route 68/80 and 31W and ultimately the Green 
River Parkway on the south. To enhance the flow of traffic along 
University Boulevard , it would be advantageous to add a right-hand 
turn lane at Morgantown Road traveling south and add right - hand turn 
lanes at the various access points into the campus including the 
stad i um parking lots, Diddle Arena park ing lots , the park i ng 
structure , and Dogwood Drive . It would also be desirable to add 
left turn lanes at Morgantown Road. The addition of these turning 
facil ities expanding t his road from four to essentially five and, in 
some spots , six lanes will greatly facilitate the flow of traffic on 
University Boulevard . To the extent that traffic can be encouraged 
to uti l ize that route, it will remove traffic away from other 
north-south streets such as State, Normal, and even Center Street. 
Option 4 - Closure of Center Street 
With the development of Fourteenth Avenue, Chestnut str eet, and 
UniverSity Boulevard , it will be possibl e to close Center Str eet as 
a through connector . By careful reconsideration of access points , 
it may be possible to actually abandon a large port i on of the 
roadway. The elimination of this road should not increase traffic 
appreciably on other streets beyond their capacity , opens additional 
property for development , improves the aesthetics of the campus 
tremendously by removing large volumes of traffic from the interior 
campus , and , most importantly , wi ll con siderably enhance the safety 
of pedestrians.moving across this major vehicular accessway. 
Option 5 - Close Regents Avenue 
The planned construction of the He alth and Activities Building on 
Regents Avenue will have the effect of closing this roadway. Its 
primary function is as a convenience and given its bisection of the 
major pedestrian way on campus, it clearly is a roadway that is best 
closed . 
Option 6 - Close Virginia Garrett Avenue 
Virginia Garrett serves primarily as a route of convenience 
connecting Center Street and Normal Drive . with some planning and 
adjustments of traffic patterns to parking lots , this roadway can be 
closed. It is not desirable to have a "cut through " cross i ng the 
major pedestrian spine of the campus. Access to all facilities can 
be achieved without the use of this roadway with careful planning . 
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I SSOE - CAMP US BOUNDAR I ES 
Overview 
Over the years there has been some lack of clarity in terms of the 
desirable boundaries for the main campus at Western Kentucky 
University. It is important to define these boundaries so that a 
plan of land acquisition can be managed in the years ahead . It also 
is important for community relations to define what will and will 
not be university property to the extent possible so that private 
landowners can anticipate long range development and not be placed 
in a posit i on of suffering or benefiting un r easonably from their 
p r ivate ownership of property. 
Option 1 - Northern Boundary - Fourteenth Avenue 
The University already owns a number of parce l s between Fifteenth 
Avenue and Fourteen t h Avenue . In addition t o the university owned 
propert i es , a number of additional parcels are also owned by Greek 
and other similar organizat i ons closely affiliated with the 
University . Ut i lization of 14th Avenue as the boundary towards town 
of the campus would allow the " f r ont door " of Cherry Hall to be 
further 
College 
emphasized by enhancing the intersection at Fifteenth and 
Street. It i s difficult to develop this area as an 
attractive and effect i ve ent r ance if it is also at a po i nt of major 
vehicular access . Moving the campus boundary to Fourteenth Avenue 
would have the effect of allow i ng different deve l opment of that 
property between Fourteenth and Fi fteenth Avenue than is occurr i ng 
today . 
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Option 2 - Chestnut Street as the Eastern Boundary 
If Chestnut Street is viewed as the eastern boundary , it is possible 
to include all of the Ogden Ca mpus as well as the large numbers of 
residences between Chestnut Street and Normal Dr lve in the campus 
proper. The residences between Chestnut street and Norma l Drive are 
actually relatively few in number for the acres involved. Acquiring 
thos e properties would allow space for expansion, Greek housing , 
surface parking , and the like . Chestnut Street seems a natural 
eastern boundary to the campus . As this property is required , 
Normal Drive and State Street need to become minor access roads for 
the University rather than city streets . Passing traffic needs to 
be encouraged on Chestnut Street and discouraged on State Street and 
Normal Drive . 
Option 3 - Viewing University Boulevard as the western Boundary 
The ra i lroad tracks present a very difficult barrier to expansion to 
the west . While it is clearly possible to secure approval for 
spanning the 'tracks , it is very costly and difficult to achieve. 
The problem is further compounded in this case because the roadway 
of the railroad is a number of fe e t in elevation above University 
Boulevard. This means in addition to the regular clearances , 
connectors must be raised enough to allow for the difference in 
elevation between the general topography of the area and the 
railroad bed . In summary, the costs and difficulty in using 
connectors across the railroad work against the reasonableness of 
expansion in this direction. In light of this , it seems reasonable 
to view University Boulevard as the western boundary to the campus . 
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It is important to note that this does not preclude the use of 
property west of the railroad tracks and University Boulevard for 
functions where close proximity but not direct access from the 
campus is acceptable. Continued use of the facility for football 
seems acceptable . Use of property in this area for activities such 
as the location of physical plant or a remote parking lot are 
additional examples of activities that could be successfully housed 
across the railroad tracks with access by way of Morgantown Road or 
Route 68/80 . 
Option 4 - Creason Drive and Jones - Jaggers School as the Southern 
Boundary 
It seems unlikely for the University to e xpand further to the south 
than the Jones - Jaggers property and Creason Drive to Robinson 
AvenUe . Even this presents an elongated campus with the distance 
from south to north at a maximum . Expansion of the campus further 
south beyond Robinson Avenue seems unwarranted . In fact , use of the 
property along Creason Drive at Robinson Avenue should be considered 
only for Llses where travel between those spots and the University 
proper is not a burden. Greek housing , 
parking and intercollegiate athletics 
property for this southern portion which 
given their proximity. 
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campus recreation , remote 
are examples of uses of 
do not seem unreasonable 
I SSUE - VIS ITORS CENT ER 
Overview 
Most universities of the size and compl e xi ty of Western have a 
visitors center that serves as a focal point for first time arrivals 
to the ca mpus . At this cen te r, directions to spec if i c ca mpus 
locations can be provided and parking arranged . 
need such a facility . 
Weste rn seems to 
To be e ffective , such a center needs to be located with easy 
vehicular access and on the per ime ter of the campus. A singl e 
cente r is ideal since it minimizes developme nt and operational 
costs . 
To be meaningful at Weste rn , such a center needs to be on a 
manageable rou te fr om Interstate 65 and the Green Ri ver Parkway, the 
major vehicular access routes to Bowling Green . I t would be idea l 
to locate the center not only on a manageable route , but a l so on an 
attractive route to create as positive an image of the community as 
possible for those approaching the campus. 
Option 1 - Unive r sity Boulevard at Russellville Road/C reason Drive 
This location would be reached off 1- 65 from the north by way of the 
bypass just west of downtown which becomes University Boulevard. 
From the south and west , traffic could approach on Russellv i l l e 
Road. Ne i the r route is particularly attractive aesthetically , bu t 
it would be easy to negotia te with signage. 
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The center itself could be located at several spots in the general 
( vicini t y of University, Russellville Road , and Creason Drive with 
good visibility . A major shortcoming of this location is that 
visitors could not reasonably park at this site and walk to 
facilities on the hill . 
Option 2 - University Boulevard at Dogwood Drive 
Vehicular access would be much like Option 1. Adequate space seems 
to be ava i lable at this location. This location is one where many 
visitors could park and be within practical walking distance of 
their final destination. 
Option 3 - University Boulevard at Normal Drive 
This location may lend itself to access from 31W. Getting visitors 
through the route to this location may be more difficult . 3lW is a 
congested route where signage may be less easily noticed . 
This location , like Option 1, is also somewhat remote from the hill 
portion of campus . 
Option 4 - Fourteenth Avenue at College Street 
If Fourteenth Avenue becomes a northern collector street around the 
campus, a Visitors Center may be workable between Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Avenues near College Street . If a vehicular access route 
can be defined , this would be ideal since the Visitors Center would 
be at the "front door " to the campus, Cherry Hall. 
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The major deficit at this l ocation is that years may pass before 
Fourteenth Avenue is developed , and a Visitors Center is needed 
today . A possible solution would be to develop one at the south end 
of campus now and plan a second at this location in the future. 
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ISSUE - PEDESTRIAN CAMPUS 
Overview 
Western Kentucky University is viewed as a small, beautiful, rural 
campus focusing on undergraduate 
campus that supports this view is 
education. One aspect of 
its pedestrian orientation. 
the 
To 
the extent possible , it seems desirable to enhance the pedestrian 
role on the campus. This means that whenever possible automobile 
access and parking should be located on the perimeter of the campus . 
The pedestrian element of the campus should be stressed even if some 
minor inconvenience for vehicular traffic is the result. 
The primary element of the pedestrian flavor of the campus is the 
central pedestrian spine that runs from the Pearce - Ford Tower at the 
southern end of the campus in a somewhat direct path all the way to 
the t09 of the hill behind Cherry Hall. 
Option 1 - Enhance the Primary Pedestrian Spine 
At every opportunity , the pr imary pedestr ian spine running through 
the middle of the campus should be enhanced. For example, the 
elimination of Regents Avenue and Virginia Garrett as "cut throughs" 
would enhance the pedestr ian spine . Further, parking should be 
removed from the pedes tr ian way to make ita much more wholesome 
walkway. Further, the pedestrian way needs to be widened. Given a 
campus of this size and the critical nature of this pedestrian 
corridor, a walkway of 20 ' in width does not seem at all excessive . 
In addition to widening and generally enhancing the route of the 
main pedestrian spine, it seems appropriate to remove elements that 
are particularly unattractive from the pedestrian way. Two examples 
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would be the satell i te dishes near the pedestr ian gree n in fron t of 
( the e duca tion building and the dumpsters near the residence halls 
such as McLean Hall at the foot of t he hill. While dumpsters and 
satell ite dishes are essential , the y can be located in sett ings 
where they are not so visually appa r ent from the main pedestr i an 
walkways . 
In addition t o minimizing blight and ugliness along this route and 
e xpa nding the width to accommodate volume , this spine of f ers 
e xcellent opportunities for the development of outdoor activity 
nodes . Small seating areas , attractive court ya rds , l a ndscape 
pl a nt ings, fountains , and flagpoles all could enhance th is path . 
This walkway could become the place on campus wh e re the ent ire 
university community meets and wh ere visitors in a single stroll can 
see the essence of Wes tern Kentucky Univers i ty . 
Op tion 2 - Unive rsity Bouleva rd Overpass 
I t seems appropriate to consider a pedestr i an ove rpass across 
University Boul eva rd li nkin g t he r es idence hall area at the south 
en d of campus with the Egypt par king lot and f i e lds along Creason 
Drive . Th e pedestrian walkway could begin near the southernmost 
r esidence halls almost as an e x tension to the pedestr ian sp ine . 
Starting the access poin t this f a r into the campus would allow a 
ve ry gradual rise and still provide adequa te clearance ove r 
unive r si ty Boulevard . Similarly , the southe rn e nd of the walkway 
could be considerably along Creason toward the ce n ter of the Egypt 
parking area . Typically , minimizing the grade e ncourages use of the 
pedestr ian wa lkway. While such an access is possible , to make i t 
used by studepts it may be necessary to fe nce both sides of 
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University Boulevard for some distance from the ramp. Fencing will 
( need to be in both a decorative and very durable material . Other 
campuses have found that chain link fence , for e xample, in these 
kinds of locations is neither attractive nor e ff ective . students 
will either scale s uch a fenc e or use cutters t o open passageways. 
Cost of such a crossing will likely be about a half million dollars . 
A factor to consider in the de t e rmination of the costs and benefits 
of th i s option might be the ultimate use of the Jones-Jaggers 
property . 
Option 3 - Pedestr i an Way Connecting the Stadium with the Football 
Practice Area 
It would be possible to span University Boulevard west of the campus 
as well as th e railroad tracks to connect the varsity football 
practice facility with the stadium . The cost of such a connec tion 
will be conside rable . It i s further complicated by the elevation of 
the roadway above grade . Instead of simply clearing the railroad 
tracks , the overpass must also be a number of f ee t above University 
Boulevard and the land east of University Boulevard in order to 
compensate for the considerable e levation of the rai l way roadbed. 
While possible , this crossing c o u l d in all l i kel ihood be more 
e xpensive than crossing University Boulevard to the Egypt parking 
lot and likely serve a smaller number of people. 
Opt i on 4 - Ogden College Access 
A large volume of pedestr ians no w cross near the State Street and 
Fifteenth Avenue intersection traveling between the main part of 
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campus and the Ogden complex . 
and is very dangerous . 
This traff i c will not be diminishing 
Solving th i s situation may require a combination of strategies. 
Clearly , the ideal would be to minimize vehicular traffic allowing 
pedestrian access to flow easily . If vehicular traffic can not be 
curtailed , then pedways ac r oss might be considered , but they could 
prove not only costly but d i fficult and inconvenient for users . To 
be effective , they must be seen as convenient . 
option 5 - Liqhting 
Once pedestrian ways have been defined , they need to be lighted for 
night use . Campus activities will increasingly occur at night and 
proper lighting will help to insure the pedestrian access is 
pleasant and safe . 
?q 
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ISSUE - PARKING 
Overview 
No aspect of the Nest e rn Kentucky campus is viewed as being as 
problematic as parking. It is such a pervasive problem that all 
others seem secondary. One faculty member summarized the situation 
by stating , "The top ten problems with the campus are parking, 
parking, parking , parking, parking , parking , parking, parking , 
parking, and last parking! " 
The issue of parking has really three aspects . First and foremost, 
there is a perception of more demand for parking than spaces 
available . This is particularly true in the morning hours and at 
the north end of campus. A second aspect of the parking problem is 
that parking lots are already an unattractive feature of the campus 
and more lots would compound their impact. Third, the lots are 
located in many cases such that pedestrian traffic and parking lot 
traffic cross . Not only is this dangerous , but it is also quite 
aggravating to drivers . 
Option 1 - Restructure Parking Fees 
Parking now is a minor cost with minimal categories of lots and 
costs. The use of the graduated and increased parking fee structure 
would have two desirable outcomes. First, s i mply charging persons 
to park , especially as the cost becomes larger, discourages parki ng . 
With no restraints, individuals are not encouraged to form car pools 
or f i nd other methods of transportation . An escalated parking 
charge would have some impact on the number of cars driven to the 
campus on a daily basis. 
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The second major benefit of increased parking costs would be 
additional revenue with which to provide parking p laces . The cost 
of providing a parking place 
between $7,500 and $10,000 per 
in a parking structure is likely 
car today. Assuming no maintenance 
or land costs, this would mean an annual cost to retire construction 
over a twenty year period of nearly a $1,000 per year. The cost of 
surface parking , again excluding land and maintenance costs , would 
be more on the order of $100.00 or so per year. Given these kinds 
of costs to provide parking, an increased parking fee structure 
seems appropriate so that there is a better relationship between the 
cost of providing the service and those paying to use the service. 
A graduated scale also has an element of fairness . Persons with 
larger incomes are typically provided more desirable parking places 
and charged considerably higher rates . This is a pattern familiar 
on higher education campuses across the united states . 
A dilemma in the creation of higher fees is that employees may 
rather have parking viewed as a fringe benefit. Receiving salary 
that is then returned to the University in the form of parking fees 
may result only in the unnecessary loss of resources by the impact 
of taxes. 
option 2 - Continue Encouraging of the Shuttle 
The shuttle operation has been a booming success on the Western 
Kentucky University campus. It is an economical and desirable way 
to both provide access to the campus and also maintain an attractive 
campus by minimizing the number of parking places . 
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It seems desirable to expand the shuttle in several ways. First , 
the number of buses , the frequency of bus routes to the existing 
shuttle location , and the hours of operation can be expanded. 
Second , it seems desirable to develop additional shuttle locations . 
Additional locations in the northern part of town and east of town 
such as along Scottsville Road seems in order . 
The shuttle ought to be viewed not only as connecting parking to the 
campus , but also connecting of f campus activities with on campus 
activ ities. If the community 
recreat i on, or athletic teams are 
college , continuing 
located off campus , 
education , 
the shuttle 
cou ld service these as wel l. In fact , it may be possible to achieve 
participation of the city and county in the shuttle given the lack 
of any type of mass transit . A broad view in the future seems in 
order. 
To be effective , it will l i ke l y be necessa r y to upgrade the 
operation . Higher quality vehicles , wheel chair lifts , and shuttle 
stop shelters have been a part of successful shuttle programs on 
o ther campuses. 
The shuttle serv i ce has so many advantages and has bee n so well 
received , it seems appropriate to capitalize on it as an approach to 
help in accommodating the parking problem on campus . 
opt ion 3 - Develop a Small Number of Very Expensive Parking Lots 
There are some on campus who would be willing to pay a great deal 
for the guarantee of the availability of an assigned parking area . 
There may be locations on campus where a gate controlled arrangement 
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could be developed for a limited number of cardholders. It would be 
important to charge a rate equal to the cost of providing the 
parking and to limit sale of parking places to the number of spaces 
that are actually available . In essence, a person willing to pay 
the price ought to be able to purchase a space in a lot .and be 
guaranteed that it will be available when needed. 
Option 4 - Perimeter Parking Lots 
As parking needs to be expanded , every effort should be made to 
locate those lots on the perimeter. There are many examples that 
can be pointed out on the campus. One location is the area between 
Normal Drive and the education and academic complex buildings . A 
large parking lot can be developed in this area with appropriate 
berming and screening from Normal Drive as well as from the academic 
buildings. This would allow a person approaching campus to park on 
the perimeter and then walk in to these facilities. This is much 
better than the p l acement of parking in the center of campus such as 
the lots just south of Grice or the lots just east of the Downing 
Center . Both of these lots require crossing of pedestr ian ways and 
the in trusion of automobi les in to the middle of the campus . Wi th 
dil i gence , pe rimeter l o t s can be located. Other examples might 
include the intersection of Dogwood Drive and University Boulevard 
as well as along Normal Drive and University Boulevard on the 
southern end of the campus. 
Option 5 - Parkinq Structures 
While parking structures are very expensive , there are two locations 
where they might be appropriate for consideration on the Western 
campus . One i~ the expansion of the ex isting parking structure near 
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Diddle Arena . Apparently , this structure was built t o accommodat e 
additional floors and its location is such that additional capacity 
may be in orde r at this point on the campus . 
A second location which is worth conside ri ng is near the 
intersection of Fifteenth Avenue and State Street . Th is co r ner of 
the campus has a la r ge number of faculty and admin i strative off i ces 
as we ll as classrooms. A par king structure in this area wo ul d 
faci litate those ac tivities essentially located on the hill, in the 
areas just east and south of the hill , and on the Ogden campus . 
Building of a structu r e he r e may be l ess obtrus i ve than development 
of additional lots in the area . When land costs are taken into 
consideration , the cost of a st ructure may not be as prohibitive as 
it appears on the su rface . 
opt ion 6 - Restriction o f Student Vehic les 
Another s tra tegy for reducing the park ing problem would be to l i mi t 
the use of vehicles on campus by freshmen or even othe r categories 
of students . Not only do vehicles present a probl e m in terms of 
accommodating them on campus , but freshmen having access to 
t ransportation may not be conduc ive to full par tic ipation in 
un i vers i ty activities. Western Ke n t ucky University has a r eputation 
as a campus that operates from Mon day until Friday afternoon wi th a 
general exodus of eve ryone for the weekend . Thi s pattern precludes 
students from participating in many of the activities which higher 
education offe r s to students. While vehicles may be a convenience , 
they ma y work to the det rime n t of the student educational 
e xper ience. 
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The most common argument for cacs is the easy to access working 
opportunities . It may be a circular argument in the sense that a 
large number of students may have difficulty working more hours t han 
the cost of purchasing, operating, and insuring an automobile. In 
other words, a car is necessary to keep a job and a job is essential 
if a person is to have a car. precluding the car may result in not 
needing the job and essentially no net loss in terms of student 
resources at all. 
If vehicles are not precluded for categories of students , they might 
be located in remote lots. This would make them accessible when 
needed , but not so convenient as to be used thoughtlessly . 
As student parking restrictions are considered , it is important to 
remember that the majority of current students today commute to 
Western . This pattern is not likely to change. Provisions must be 
made to allow commuters access to the campus . 
Option 7 - Better Distribution of Classes 
A factor contributing to the parking situation is the concentration 
of course offer i ngs in the morning hours. If teach ing can be 
extended to afternoon and evening hours, then the number of vehicles 
on campus can be spread over the day as well. At this point parking 
is available in the afternoon and evenings. 
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In addition to assisting the pa~king problem, a larger teaching day 
may have other benefits : better utilization of classrooms and other 
teaching areas , more flexibility in course scheduling for students 
since fewer classes would be offered in a single time slot , and t he 
oppor tuni ty for morning empl oyment by allowing students to schedu l e 
classes in the afte r noon and eve n ing . 
( 
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ISSUE - ADDITIONAL BUILDING SITES 
Overview 
Three kinds of additional buildings will likely be needed on the 
Western campus as en r ollments grow : academic facilities , 
administrative facilities , and residential facilities. 
Option 1 - Library Expansion 
One of the critical needs in the immediate future will be the 
deve lopment of add i tional library facilities . These are likely best 
accommodated by a new structure built next to the Cravens Graduate 
Cente r and the conversion of all of Cravens to library facilities. 
A site for this facility might be immediately south of the Cravens 
building . This particular option would allow the Helm Building to 
be converted t o other classroom uses . It is a former gymnasium and 
is not ideally suited for library purposes in any case . It would 
function reasonably well as an off ice/classroom building and may 
have sufficient historic value to be worth retaining on the campus. 
A structure similar in scale to the Cravens facility could be 
developed nearby and connected at each floor level . Initially lower 
floors of Cravens and the new building could serve other uses being 
converted to library functions as needs dictate. 
Option 2 Replacement or Renovation of the Science Technology 
Building 
To accommodate academic growth , it may be appropr iate to eithe r 
replace or totally renovate this facility . It is not particularly 
effective or etficient and a total renovation or replacement may be 
( 
in order. There seems to be Ii ttle feeling of ownership among the 
alumni of this building, so it might be a candidate for demolition 
and the development of a modern facili t y at this location that CQuid 
support the Ogden campus activities. Cost of renovation may 
actually approach the cost of replacement. 
Option 3 - Better Use of Existing Teaching Facilities 
Western Kentucky University may have minimal academic teaching space 
needs in the future if better utilization of existing facil i t ies can 
be achieved. There are two common ways to achieve better 
utilization. One is to expand the teaching day by more evenly 
distributing teaching over the morning, afternoon and evening hours. 
The second is to view teaching areas as a university rather than a 
departmental r esource . Better use of existing facilities not only 
reduces new construction costs and use of available sites, but also 
helps general fund expenditures by limiting maintenance and 
operational costs. 
option 4 - Replace Snell Hall 
Snell Hall is not particularly efficient. For the space it 
occupies, it offers a relatively small amount of usable space. In 
the future as additional facilities are needed related to activities 
in nearby buildings, it may be appropriate to consider demolishing 
Snell Hall and erecting a larger facility on this site. 
Snell Hall is the last original element of Ogden College and its 
historic value may preclude demolition. 
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Option 5 - Admini strative Expansion to Potter Hall 
Rather than accommodating additional administrative needs in new 
structu r es , it may be desirable to fu lly utilize potter Hall. For 
example , the facility CQuid be used to hous e all student services 
such as admissions , financial aid , job placement , residence hall 
administration , and academic counsel i ng in one location. 
It is not typically desirable to mix housing and non-housing in the 
same building . This location is such that it may bette r serve for 
administrative uses than housing. 
No matter what the use , i t needs full renovation so that may offer 
the opportunity to convert its use without financial penalty . 
Option 6 - Schneider Hall 
Schneider Hall may be better suited as a residence hall than a 
continuing educat i on center. If addit i o nal housing is needed for 
students , it may be advantageous to convert this 
than construct additional buildings . Schneider 
fac i l ity rather 
Hall is well 
arranged and well located as a residence hall. 
arra nged nor located for continuin g education . 
It is neither wel l 
Option 7 - Additional Residence Hall S i tes 
A total of 800 undergraduate traditional student beds , 400 in the 
immediate future and 400 in the years ahead , seem likely to be 
needed on the campus . The long intended location for these is near 
the intersection of Normal Drive and University Bouleva rd. As these 
are planned , every effort should be made to learn from the past. 
0 0 
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The scale should be smaller. parking should be on the perimeter. 
The appearance should be more residential in character. 
Option 8 - Expansion of the Kentucky Museum 
This facility is a state resource . Over time it simply must be 
expanded . The Kentucky Building must take into account not only 
additional interior space but also improved parking. To be 
effective, the facility must have adequate parking for visitors. 
Option 9 - Use of Jones-Jaggers 
This facility will become available for use in the immediate future. 
It could accommodate a number of academic or administrative 
functions , 
Externally 
thus reducing the need 
funded projects and the 
for further construction. 
early childhood/head start 
programs are two e xamples where the location might be an asset 
rather than a detriment. 
Not only does the use of the building need to be considered, but the 
site as well. If the use of the building permits , the site might 
become largely parking for new residence halls located across 
University Boulevard. 
Option 10 Greek Housing 
Greek housing has been a continuing dilemma for the campus and the 
community. One approach is to take the position that Greek housing 
is a private rather than a university issue. It like other 
congregate housing (apartments , rooming houses , and condominiums, 
for example) need to be addressed by planning and zoning rather than 
university control . 
( 
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The inverse position is that Western should cr e ate a Greek housing 
opportunity. In this case, a number of locations can be considered. 
If Fourteenth Avenue becomes a northern boundary of the campus, 
parcels between Fourteenth and Fifteenth Avenues CQuid be made 
avai lable to Greeks for lease or purchase . This location has the 
advantage of being the area now occupied or nearby existing Greek 
hOllS es. 
If a property acquisition program is undertaken between Normal Drive 
and Chestnut Street, sites and even high quality structures within 
this area could be used. This locates Greeks nearer existing and 
planned campus housing. Sororities and possibly fraternities CQuid 
have housing in residence halls and meeting rooms nearby in houses. 
The property at Robinson Avenue south of campus and the Egypt 
parking area may be suited to this use. 
No matter where the location, issues such as proximity to campus, 
neighbors, liability, and control of activity must obviously be 
considered. 
Option 11 - Non-Traditional Student Housing 
Western has relied on the community to meet 
non-tr adi tional studen ts. Gi ven the al ready 
the housing needs 
excessive demands 
of 
on 
the main campus, it may be best to assume such housing will either 
continue to be in private developments or at least away from the 
main campus. University owned property such as that on Campbell 
Lane or property acquired for the purpose such as adjoining the 
( 
football practice field are examples of locations separate but near 
enough to be convenient . 
Option 12 - Additional Academic Building Site 
Even if all of the options noted thus far are implemented , Western 
may need in the next two decades one addi t lanaI 5 i te for a rna jor 
academic facility. It seems critical to locate such a facility in 
proximity to other academic buildings. Possible locations are 
between Grise Hall and Cravens Center , on the site of the Diddle 
House (a building best viewed as interim) , or on Chestnut Street at 
Kiss - Me-Quick Alley. 
( 
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ISSUE - OTHER CONCERNS 
Overview 
While the issues identified thus far are in the minds as most 
difficult and critical, there are a number of other issues that 
while less complicated or controversial are worthy of mention. 
Option 1 - Preservation of Natural Areas 
These are a number of areas on the hill that are very rocky and have 
been left in a natural state . These need to be preserved because 
they are reflective of this location before the campus was created , 
and they offer relief from the buildings , walks, parking lots , and 
roadways that dominate the campus , especially the hill area of the 
campus. 
Preservation does not mean ignoring . 
to allow wildflowers and flowering 
These areas need to be tended 
trees to flour i sh while 
controlling unsightly weeds and underbrush . 
Option 2 - Natural Views from the Hill 
The hill is the dominant physical feature of the campus terrain. 
The University needs to capitalize on this feature in several ways. 
As structures are built, dramatic views should be retained at a 
minimum and enhanced if possible . Also, exi sting views need to be 
protected as landscaping i s planned . To give an e xa mple , the 
beautiful buckeye trees at the overlook in front of Van Meter Hall 
should poss i bly be relocated to a spot where they can grow without 
blocking a crit ical view. A grove of these trees and others would 
( 
l 
be wonderful on the somewhat barren plain at the south end of 
campus. 
Option 3 - Signage 
A signage program is needed at Western. 
following characteristics: 
1) Be attractive and distinctive; 
2) Be legible from some distance; 
Signs need to have the 
3) Be readable both day and night given the increasing night 
time use of the campus; 
4) Be located on the ground rather than the building facade to 
achieve good visibility; 
5) Serve to define the campus as separate from non - campus 
facilities ; 
6) Be reasonably priced to develop and maintain. 
Option 4 - Campus Entrance/Focal Point 
Most campuses have a focal point , a place of ceremonial entry , that 
defines the essence of the institution. Western has no such place, 
but comes close on the north side of Cherry Hall . This area should 
likely be more fully developed. It seems naturally suited . 
Development might include opening the view from College Street by 
clearing buildings , relocating ugly overhead utilities , dramatic 
lighting at night , removing of vehicular traffic, and creation of 
green space . 
Option 5 - Funding for Maintenance 
While Western's inventory of facilities includes many beautiful and 
effective buildings , it is critical that they be better maintained. 
This is not meant to imply any inadequacy of physical plant. 
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Rathe r, increased resources simply must be committed to the task . 
This problem is not unique to Western . One major factor 
contr ibuting to the problem is the large number of buildings added 
to campuses in the 50 I S and 60 ' s . These are reaching the stage 
where expenditures fo r major ma in tenance activities are almost 
unavo idable . 
If funds are not dedicated to the task, moral e and effec tiveness of 
students , faculty , and staff will be negatively impacted . Further , 
eventually the fai l ure of facilities will r equire even greater 
expenditur es for replacement. It is more economical to spend 
regularly for maintenance than periodical ly for replacement . 
option 6 - Strategic Planning 
This master planning of the phys i cal aspects of the campus has been 
undertaken of necess ity without the strateg ic planning that should 
likely have occur r ed first . As s trateg ic planning occurs , it may be 
desirable to review this master plan and modify it as necessary. 
This may be especially true if assumptions in th i s p lanning activity 
such as the size and nature of student populations , the future of 
academic programs , and the needs for housing prove to be inaccu r ate . 
Option 7 - Open Gr een Space 
A valua bl e element of the campus is the presence of open and green 
space . As parking , buildings, a nd even planned rec rea tio n a r e 
expanded , it is impor tan t to maintain o r even e xpand green space . 
This implies that to the extent campus is consumed for other uses , 
the campus i tself must be expanded . Gr een and unstructured area 
( 
must be prese rved if this strength of Western i s important . 
( 
APPENDIX 
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FALL HEADCOUNT ENROLLMEln 
% 
CHANGE 
ENROLLMENT STATUS 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 87-88 
( 
FULL-TIME 9378 9586 9393 9204 8645 8110 8476 9308 9844 5.8 
PART -TIME 3980 3588 3462 3462 3126 3149 3781 4212 4277 1 5 
FALL HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT BY FULL/PART TIME BY LEVEL 
UNOERGRADUATE GRADUATE TOTAL 
YEAR FULL-TIME PART -TIME FULL-TIME PART -TIME ENROLLMENT 
1979 8534 2013 498 2487 13532 
1980 8968 1813 410 2167 13358 
1981 9184 1800 402 1788 13174 
1982 8980 1798 413 1664 12855 
1983 8767 1778 437 1684 12666 
1984 8231 1616 414 1510 11771 
1985 7705 1648 405 1501 11259 
1986 8092 2184 384 1597 12257 
1987 8888 2592 420 1620 13520 
1988 9430 2579 414 1698 14121 
% 
CHANGE 
STUDENT LEVEL 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 87 -88 
UNDERGRADUATE 10781 10984 9393 10545 9847 9353 10276 11480 12009 4.6 
GRADUATE 2577 2190 3462 2121 1924 1906 1981 2040 2112 3.5 
SEX 
MALE 5997 5914 5790 5693 5183 4941 5168 5637 5682 0.8 
FEMALE 7361 7260 7065 6973 6588 6318 7089 7883 8439 7 I 
TOTALS 13358 13174 12855 12666 11771 11259 12257 13520 14121 4 . 4 
SOURCE: ENROLLMENT SUMMARIES 
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UNDERGRADUATE AGE DISTRIBUTION 
FALL SEMESTERS 1984-88 
% CHANGE 
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 87-88 
16- 21 6193 5773 6402 7138 7377 3.3 
22-24 1908 1851 1901 2016 1992 - 1.2 
25 - 29 752 734 771 884 999 13.0 
30-34 421 437 465 554 597 7 .2 
35- 39 248 271 340 396 328 -17.2 
40-49 246 218 290 372 468 25.8 
50+ 79 69 107 117 134 14.5 
AVG AGE 22.5 22.5 22.7 22.8 23.0 
GRADUATE AGE DISTRIBUTION 
16- 21 5 1 4 2 6 200.0 
22- 24 320 296 316 286 278 -2.8 
25-29 548 522 555 603 571 - 5.3 
30 - 34 438 392 369 366 386 5.5. 
• 
35- 39 314 353 369 391 379 -3.1 
40- 49 254 288 326 341 428 25.5 
50+ 45 54 47 51 63 23.5 
AVG AGE 31.8 32.5 32 . 4 32.6 33 .2 
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( DISTRIBUTION OF ON-CAMPUS CLASSES 
BY TIME 
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FULL-TIME INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY BY RANK , SEX , ANO TENURE STATUS 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERS ITY 
1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 
( RANK NO. TENURE NO. TEN URE NO. TENURE NO. TENURE NO. TENURE 
PROFESSOR 
MEN 205 196 209 202 211 204 206 201 205 202 
WOMEN 24 24 22 22 22 22 22 22 26 26 
TOTAL 229 220 231 224 233 226 228 223 231 228 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
MEN 116 90 106 90 98 84 89 70 94 72 
WOMEN 46 38 44 39 46 41 48 38 48 41 
TOTAL 162 128 150 129 144 125 137 108 142 113 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
MEN 80 28 74 31 77 28 90 27 85 21 
( WOMEN 40 21 39 23 40 21 47 22 56 20 
TOTAL 120 49 113 54 117 49 137 49 141 41 
INSTRUCTORS 
MEN 12 0 11 0 10 0 12 0 9 0 
WOMEN 22 0 22 0 24 0 24 0 20 0 
TOTAL 34 0 33 0 34 0 36 0 29 0 
NO ACADEMIC RANK 
MEN 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 
WOMEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 
TOTAL 
MEN 413 314 400 323 397 312 400 298 395 295 
WOMEN 132 83 127 85 132 84 141 82 151 87 
TOTAL 545 397 527 408 529 400 541 380 546 382 
30 
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FULL-TIME INSTRU C TIONAL FAC ULTY 
by Rank 
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% 
CHANG 
( COLL OF EDUC & 8EH. SC I. (CONT) 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 87-88 
TEACHER EDUCATION 40.19 36 .03 40.43 42.35 41. 75 - 1.4 
AVERAGE FOR COLLEGE 127 94 117.61 121.33 127 51 125 . 38 -I 7 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE , TECH & HEALTH 
AGRICULTURE 14.06 12.67 13.55 13.65 12.27 -1 0 I 
ALL! ED HEALTH 6. 55 7.38 7.08 6.52 7.34 12 .6 
BIOLOGY 18.84 15.76 18.03 19.18 17.66 -7 9 
CHEMISTRY 13.45 12.61 13 .34 15.16 15.18 0.1 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 11.84 11.63 10.92 8.89 11.56 30.0 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 14. 89 14.18 14. 86 15.76 14.68 -6.9 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 14.18 14.51 12. 82 14.95 15.06 0.7 
IND & ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 27 .07 26 .50 23.73 25.75 24.17 -6.1 
MATHEMATICS 27.33 26.98 27.49 29 . 17 30 .43 4.3 
( NURSING 17 .82 18 .17 !7.56 20.08 21.02 4.7 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 12.12 10.79 10.02 10.83 11.69 7.9 
AVERAGE FOR COLLEGE 178. 15 171.18 169.40 179.94 181.06 0.6 
COLLEGE OTHER 
HONORS . 10 .60 .50 .36 .51 41 7 
COMMUNITY COL LEGE 33.88 
TOTAL FTE FACULTY FOR UNIVERSITY 564.74 531. 78 525.04 562 .74 594.62 5.7 
SOURCE: IN STRUCTIONAL INDICES 
6l 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN - 1988 
by Race 
( FU LL-TI ME 
Tota 1 Male Fema le Am-Indian Asian Black. Hisp . Whi te 
Exc . • Adm in .. Mngr 101 82 19 2 99 
Faculty: Prof 231 205 26 I 3 I 226 
Assoc Prof. 142 94 48 I I 3 137 
Assis Prof. 141 85 56 I 6 3 131 
Instructo r 29 9 20 4 25 
No Rank 3 2 I 3 
Prof Non-Facul ty 220 103 117 I 8 2 209 
Cl e ri ca l 299 IS 284 18 281 
Tech. & Pa ra-Prof . IS I 14 IS 
Ski ll ed 96 85 II I 2 93 
Service/Maintenance 264 116 148 52 212 
Tota 1 1,541 797 744 2 12 90 6 1,431 
PART - TIME 
( Exc" Admin . , Mngr. 6 4 2 6 
Faculty 34 24 10 34 
Prof Non-Facul ty II 4 7 II 
Clerical 45 9 36 I 1 43 
Tech. & Para- Prof. 3 I 2 3 
Skill ed 2 2 2 
Service/Maintenance 2 1 1 2 
Iota 1 103 45 58 I I 101 
84 
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BUILDING INVENTORY - MAIN CAMPUS 
FALL 1988 
REPLACE. 
BUILDING NAME ACQ. ORIGINAL VALUE GROSS ASSIGN 
YEAR COST 1984 AREA AREA 
THOMPSON SCIENCE COMPLEX 
NORTH WING 1960 $1,233,462 $ 5,033,433 72 , 534 54,372 
ROCK HOUSE 1946 29,100 128,328 6,450 4,076 
CURRY HOUSE 1964 15,500 157,360 6,412 6,078 
SCIENCE & TECH HALL 1925 1,128,767 3,281,202 58,775 34,292 
CHERRY HALL 1937 2,460,372 5,346,231 105,268 57,013 
GORDON WILSON HALL 1927 691,324 1,842,011 32,088 20 , 362 
VAN METER HALL 1911 811 ,654 1,458,884 40,217 18,157 
ALUMN I CENTER 1931 260,740 678,468 12,840 7,209 
POTTER HALL 1920 532 ,193 1,935,349 47,439 31,181 
GARRETT CONFERENCE 
CENTER 1951 1,994,022 5,096,410 87,325 59,574 
FACULTY HOUSE 1922 41 ,500 162,016 7,448 4,890 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 1 1928 905,102 1,507,630 23,976 15,993 
MARJORIE HELM LIBRARY 1931 1,417,473 4,524,009 85,193 60,444 
( SCHNEIDER HALL 1929 1,321,548 2,270,096 45,869 22 ,872 MCLEAN HALL 1947 633,654 2,041,015 33,730 20,800 
GRISE HALL 1966 1,917,559 5,884,646 133,067 78,879 
EAST HALL 1955 729,853 3,040,114 40,583 26,154 
NORTH HALL 1955 574,255 2,471 ,980 37,024 23,519 
BATES-RUNNER 1958 729 ,796 2,782,653 39,407 25,423 
WEST HALL 1960 840,859 3,202 ,981 50,050 33,836 
CENTRAL HALL 1962 1,486,720 4,272,070 73,050 45,054 
SOUTH HALL 1959 706,821 2,595,194 43,576 26,069 
BEMIS LAWRENCE HALL 1966 1,514,280 4,696,269 78,722 43,792 
BARNES-CAMPBELL HALL 1966 1,538,017 4,696,269 74,641 43,583 
DIDDLE ARENA 1963 3,142,914 11,144,979 213,756 121,944 
PHYSICAL PLANT & 
PARKING STRUCTURE 195B 3,656,936 9,343,000 460,314 383,565 
COLONADE 1927 57,848 120,750 16,026 1,556 
GILBERT HALL 1963 879,649 3,193,403 43,500 31 ,271 
MCCORMACK HALL 1961 1,416,040 4,894,614 71,344 46,443 
RODES -HARLIN 1966 1,624,981 4,704,084 72,473 44,881 
PIONEER LOG CABIN 1935 9,000 36,167 1,252 1,064 
KENTUCKY BUILDING 1939 2,766,661 4,556,968 80,866 57,225 
WETHERBY ADM IN ISTRATION 
BUILDING 1967 1,176,213 3,696,203 54,728 28 ,4 35 
THOMPSON SCIENCE 
COMPLEX CENTRAL WING 
& PLANATARIUM 1967 2,829,090 8,530,962 121,719 79,531 
SMITH STADIUM 1968 3,589 ,921 11 ,004 ,776 137,454 42,623 
KEEN HALL 1968 1,743,850 5,263,850 79,983 45,266 
HUGH POLAND HALL 1969 1,728,664 4 ,605,180 85,703 39,062 
ACADEMIC COMPLEX 1969 2,971,779 8,399,016 125,966 68,286 
EDUCATION COMPLEX 1970 3,172,483 8,029,771 139,767 87,706 
JONES-JAGGERS LAB SCHOOL 1969 1,063,222 2 ,997,229 47,061 30,912 
DOWNING UNIVERSITY CTR. 1970 4,385,568 11 ,705,742 180,725 106,B16 
( 
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4 Keen Hall 
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v Executive Summary 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Highway and street travel by automobiles and trucks is the most significant fonn of transporta-
tion in BowlingGrcenand Warren County. l-65and theGrecn RiverParkway facilitate high mobility 
for both intrastate and interstate travel, while the U.S. 31W, U.S. 68, and U.s. 23 1 arterials serve as 
regional and loca l linkages and provide access to the major traffic generators of the aty and county. 
Twenty-nine trucking companies provide servi~ to the Bowling Green-Warren County area, with 
fourteen local tenninals being currently maintained. 
Between 1950 and 1985 the number of registered ' .. chicles in Bowling Grecn and Warren County 
rose by 294%, a significantly higher rate than in either the stale or nation. This high rate of increase 
in numbers of vehicles and in traffic volume should con tinue in the future bccauseof the magnitude 
of gro ..... 'th in the city and county. Scotts\ille Road (U.s. 231) carried an average of 24,000 vehicles a 
day in 1988 and isexpcctcd to carry 30,000 vehicles a day in the future, while the southern part of the 
U.s. 31 W Bypasscarried an average of more than 21,00J vehicles a day in 1988 and is expected to carry 
26,000 vehicles a day in the future. Congestion problems or overloaded facilities currently exist in 
the city and urbanized parts of the county on U.s. 231, U.S. 31W, the 31 W Bypass, U.s. 68-KY 80, and 
parts of Campbell Lane, KY 234, and KY 185. 
Among the highway profects rc-commendcd to ease traffic congestion problems or overloaded 
facilities in the future are the (ol1o\<.;ng: the completion of the Campbell Lane extension; the 
widening of Campbell Lane to four lanes from just south of 1-65 to just south of Peachtr~ une; the 
construction of an interchange at 1-65 and Cemetery Road (KY 234); the widening of Nash\;1\e Road 
to four lanes between University Boulevard and the Green River Parkway; the widening of 
Morgantown Road (U.s.231) to four lanes from Old Morgantown Road to the Green River Parkway; 
and the re-routingof a 1.2 mile segment of Cave Mill Road to provideadirectconnection to Dishman 
lane a t Nashville Road. 
Traffic flow in Bowling Green would be much improved if the city could implement a fully 
computer-actuated traffic signal networking system. The present system of traffic management 
control is divided between the city and the state, creating a duplication of services and personnel 
between the two levels of government. I recommend that the city of Bowling Green take over the 
state-maintained traffic signals. This transfer of responsibility of maintenance and management 
could be phased in over several fisca l years to make it easier {or the city to finance it. 
Bowling Green lacks a public transportation system, which is unusual {or a city as large as 
Bowling Green has become. I recommend that a public mass transit system be seriously considered 
by the dty after Bowling Green is approved as an urban area by the federal government. 
The Bowling Green-Warren County Airport is located on Scottsville Road, the most heavily 
traveled. arterial highway in Bowling Green. It is also in dose proximity to nea rby residential areas. 
Ideall y the airport, which may soon provide commuter air service, shou ld be located a way from such 
heavy traffic and residential areas. However, it would be very difficult to relocate the airport at this 
tiInC because of finandal problems tied in to federal regulations. 
Bowling Green and Warren County have had no commercial river navigation since 1965. If the 
Green River Lock and Dam No.4 at Woodbury and Lock No. 3 at Rochester are repaired at some time 
in the future, commercial traffic would be opened up to Bowling Green and Warren County. 
• Require extrao rdinary setbacks for new construction along existing streets which are planned 
for improvement in the future. 
• Re-institute an official maps program. 
• Require developers to construct turning lanes into every development. 
• Make a review of current development and regulatory practice as it relates to increased demand 
on the existing system. 
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